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SCHEME OF' THE FOUR VOLUMES OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF EXPRESSIO!'I'. 
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Though making the three departments of wind with their fun ctions ~ intellective, 
emotional 3J1d volitional~ the basis of the scheme of these volumes, the compilers are 
not cOl1lmitted to the old psychology which pigeon·holed ths mind into its separate facul· 
ties. But the most radical b~lie\'er in the "stream of consciousness ,. theory, etc., must 
yet admit that we have literature which tonds toward the intellectual quality, the 
emotional quality, and the purposeful quality, and that true rendering- l1lust contain the 
sarno qualities. This triple di"ision of wind is certainly a very convenient classification 
for tho teacher of expression. 
GE~ERAL INTRODUCTIO~. 
Expression has to do with the whole man. In this art 
thought., emotion. and purposes form the content, while 
the body and voice pre,ent the form. 
A nol,le ho'ly a'HI II heautiful voice can only express 
what the mi",1 can comprehend and feel. If the mind is 
not capable of the highest thought and dee!,,,st feeling 
there can not Lc fmfficicnt stim1l1uR to arouse the mll~cJcR 
of voice ana gesture in II manner to express the highest 
and deepeRt. 
Then, in order that the student lIIay reach his greatest 
P08HibiliticR ill cXl'J'm~Hion, hc~iuCR havillg the voice and 
body culti,oated to the highpst pe rfee!ion, he 111119t have 
the lniud enriched ill all itl'! (l£'pal'tmcntA allel f"trC'lIgtlicllt'd 
in all its proceHRcHo 'Vllile it is true tll!!t coil lIlental cul-
tnre contrilllltc:-! to Sllr(;('~~ ill t.hi~ lli.!!;hl' .... t of the artR, it i:i 
alBo true t]lat a special kina or mental traiuillg i~ ncct'~sary 
for exprcssi ()J1. 
It iH tIle p1lrpose of thl'~C vo111meH to outline one method 
of training tllO :lellllt minu for cxvn·~sioll :llill to fUl'lli8h 
such literature as it is thought will bc,t ai,1 in this d"vel-
opmcllt. In the arrangement uf MtCI'~ it ha.'i l)CCll oC(:'IIlCU 
expedient to follow the or(lel' of mental (l e vciopmcnt in 
the chihl which i. identical with the onl"r of HtimllIation 
in any given cxprc""ion of the a,llIlt; to work for tho 
development of the intellect, the emotion", em,1 the will 
respectively. To develop cach of those HllcceHHively in 
INTRODUCTION. 
their simpler and earlier manifestations, using correspond-
ing literaturc, is the work outline<1 for the first volulllc. 
It should he explaincd at this point that hecause tbcre 
is such a dearth of animated expression, and because this 
quality is one of the most valuable and effective, one step 
in the four of each volume has been devoted to intensify-
ing the expression. No new mcntal requircment is made, 
but by the aid of strong and inspiring literature, the stu-
dent is so aroused that his bo<1y will respond adequately 
to his thought. 
It is not possible in thc space of the prcsent series to 
furni sh material for the systematic cultivation of eyery 
phase of the triple mental nature, nor woul<1 thero bc time 
in the course of study, wcre therc neccss ity for thcir devel-
opment, but place has been given to the most important of 
the states of consciousness. 
This has been donc in recognition of the truth that 
the peerless art of oratory requires thc consecration of our 
highest faculties-that its poss ibilities have never becn real-
ized and never will be realized until man's limitations are 
removed and he stands free. The ideal speake r will never 
appear until we sec the intcllect of a Socmtes, the feeling 
of a Brooks and the will of a Napoleon, controlling as hy 
an electrical touch the voice of a JlIario and the body of 
an Apollo, for the accomplishment of purposes that arc 
Christlike. 
The compilers of these volumes are greatly indebted to 
Dr. C. W. Emerson, President of the Emerson College 
of Oratory, Boston, for first leading them to flee the 
psychological side of expression and for the idea of arrang-
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ing the work in progressive steps. They are further 
ind"bted to him for an example of the inspired teacher 
and eloquent orator. 
Great gratitude is dne E. E. Hale; George W. Cable; 
Harpcl' & Bros.; Houghton, l\liffiin & Co.; J. B. Lippin-
cott Co.; Lee & Shepherd; Chas. Scribners' Son8; and 
Roberts Bros. for courteous permission to use mattcr 
from their l'ublieatiuns. 
INTRODUCTION TO VOLUlHE 1. 
It is to be presumed that the sturlent who will be 
permitted to study tbe literature in these volulIles has had 
his mental facilities all more or less developClI, Lut no 
Jnattcr how high a degree of cultivation lllay llavc hccll 
his privilege, if his mental faculties have Leen developed 
without the idea of picturing their products to others, he 
is a child in the art of expression, alltl Lis mind will Lest 
grow in this new phase of its power in the order of his 
previous development. 
CHAPTER I. 
INTf:U. .. };C'£-THOUGHT (;ONUEPTION. 
Chapter 1. is a study in conception. It is the work of the 
teacher to stimulate the pupil's power and to supply its defi-
ciencies by explanations and \ronl painting. The student 
can not render the selections of tl,is chapter until he Las 
conceptions of all the objects, feclings and situations men-
tioned. The teacher should throw as mauy lights on tLe 
picture as possible. The class will be able to assi st each 
other with word pictures because of their diversity of ex-
periences. The picture galleric:;, huildings, alld natural 
scenery of the locality Illay all be used to advantage in 
helping the student to get correct conceptions. 
The end to be attained is the thinking of the author's 
thought after him wbile reading to an audience. This 
will result in an intelleetuM form in the movements of tilC 
11 
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voice as distinguished from the voice III mechanical or 
semi·mechanical reading. 
The literature of this chapter has been chosen for 
its simple character, and it is thought it contains 
notbing tbat the average student cantlot apprehend. I t is 
not expected at tbis stage of his work tbat he will be able 
to comprebend even these simple thoughts while on his 
feet speaking to his audience. 
CHAPTER II. 
EGOISTIC EMOTION-APPROXIMATE AnANDON. 
In the preceding chapter the emotions have been 
enkindled to a certain extent, but now the entire ellergy of 
the teacher and pupil should he directed towan! this cnd. 
Tbe teacber should arouse the cmotions at any COBt. 
Tbe systematic expression of the bigher emotion. will 
hring great beauty, but tbis must not be dcmanded 
nor expected at this stage. All that the teacher may 
hope to accomplish in this chapter is the opening of the 
cbannels of mnotional expression in the taciturn or ph leg· 
matic and a combination of the intellectual quality 
with the emotional in tbo reading of the responsive or 
impulsive pupil. 
The emotions to be aroused in tlii . cbapter are the 
egoistic, and therefore the earliest ill order of develop-
ment. They are simple feelings that most have experi-
enced and that all may be led to realize. 
The effect will be a greater bravery in expression anu 
an added richness and flexibility of voice. 
INTllOJ)UCTION. 
CHAPTER III. 
WILL- DIRECTNESS. 
It is tho purpose of this chapter to deyelop the will 
with rcference to the audience. In the beginning the 
average student expresses very little while before an audio 
ence, and when he docs begin to show emotion it is per· 
Ronal and not directed toward the hearers. lIe should 
now be required to talk to some one, the teacher 01' a 
classmate only at first, and later the whole class. This 
results in directness and the colloquial style, and inciden· 
tally in b~ttcr articulation, for dircctness is the outgrowth 
of clcar thinking, and clear thinking is one great cause of 
perfcction in thc form of words. 
This "t~l', fully mastered, will insurc the student 
against any absurd extravaganccs of Rp~ech. 
CHAPTER IV. 
pn\,SIQUE-ANIMATJON. 
The reBults of this chapter differ from those of the pre-
ceding in int('m~ity of expression. A~ all expression if'{ 
the effect of mind on body, RO truly animate.] expression 
is the reRult of an excit.ed state of milHl. The student 
lIlust he interested in the selection, must enjoy and appre-
ciate it. 
To develop the life which is the enil of this chapter, 
and to 11(' ahlc to di,tinguish the real fro III the counte rfeit, 
which i:-llllcrc1y a physical lll:1.ttcr, are among the tt'at'ucr'~ 
greatest difficliltics. lIe must po:-;sess kccn perception of 
the meaning of toncg and inflectiolls anll a mind illstanta-
neously responsivc to thc impressions of the selection. lie 
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Ulust, in short, be at white heat, that he may fire the 
imagination of the student and inspire him to express 
rrhe literature has been chosen for it~ inspiring nature. 
Thi, didactic introduction and th ese hints have heen 
added in ti, e hope that thew volumes lllay be of use to 
many teac1lCl'S who, tbough untrained in this particular 
sYl;t.em, or in any Rystem of expression, are earnestly 
striving by th eir teaching of reading to open before their 
pupil s the literary riches and beauty lyillg behilld the 
printe'] symbols. 
CHAPTER 1. 
IN'fELI.ECT-1'HOUUH'i' CONCEPTION, 
* THE REVELATION OF A STONE, 
1. Did you never, in walking in the fields, come 
across a large flat stone, which had lain, nobody knows 
how long, just wheI'e you found it, with the grass 
forming a little hedge, as it were, all round it, close 
to its edges,- and have you not, in obedience to a 
kind of feeling that told you it had been lying theI'e 
long enough, insinuated Yolll' stick or your foot or 
your fingers under its edge and turned it over as a 
housewife tUl'llS a cake, when she says to herself, "It's 
done brown by this time"? Whnt an odd revelation, 
and what an unforeseen and unpleasant surprise to a 
small community, the very existence of which you had 
not suspected, until the sudden dismay and scattering 
among its members produced hy your turning the old 
stone over! 
2, Blades of grass flattened down, colorless, matted 
together, as if they had been bleached Ilnd ironed; 
hideous cJ'l\wling creatures, some of them coleopterous 
01' horny shelled,- turtle-bugs one wauts to call them; 
some of them softer, but cunnin~ly spread out and 
compressed like J.Jepine watches; black, glossy crick-
ets, with their long filaments sticking out like the 
whips of four-hOl'se stage coaches; motionless, slug-
"Usoo by permission of llud arrangcmcut witli Houghtou, /dililiu & Co. 
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like cl'eatures, young larvro, perhaps more horrible in 
their pulpy stillness than even in their infernal wiggle 
of maturity I 
3. But no sooner is the stone turned and the whole-
some light of day let upon this compressed and blinded 
community of creeping things, than all of them which 
enjoy the luxury of legs-and some of them have a 
good many-rush around wildly, butting each other 
and everything in their way, and end in a general 
stampede for underground retreats from the region 
poisoned by sunshine. 
4. Next year you will find the grass growing tall 
and green where the stone lay; the ground - bird builds 
her nest where the beetle had his hole; the dandelion 
and the buttercup are growing there, and the broad 
fans of insect-angels open and shut over their golden 
disks, as the rhythmic waves of blissful consciousness 
pulsate through their glorified being. 
5. There is meaning in each of those imnges,-the 
butterHy as well as the others. Tho stone is an-
cient error. The grass is human natm'e borne down 
nnd bleached of all its color by it. The shapes which 
are found beneath nrc the crafty beings that thrive in 
darkness, and the weaker organisms kept helpless _ by 
it. He who turns the stone over is whosoever puts 
the staff of tl'Uth to the old lying incubus, no~matter 
whether he do it with a serious ' face ' 01' u laughing 
one. 
G. The next yenr stands for the coming time. Then 
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shall the nature which had lain blanched and brokon 
rise in its full stature and native hues in the sunshine. 
Then shall God's minstrels build their nests in the 
hearts of new born humanity. Then shall beauty-
Divinity taking outlines and color-light upon the 
souls of men as the butterfly, image of the beatified 
spirit rising from the dust, soars from the shell that 
held a poor grub, which would never have found wings 
had not the stone been lifted. You never need think 
you can turn over any old falsehood, without a terrible 
sq uirming and scattering of the horrid little popula-
tion under it. O. W. HOLMES. 
THE PIOKWIOKIANS TAKE A DRIVE. 
PART I. 
1. Mr. Pickwick found that his three companions 
had risen, and were waiting his arrival to commence 
breakfast, which was ready laid in tempting display. 
They sat down to the meal; and broiled ham, eggs, 
tea, coffee, and sundries, began to disappear with a 
rapidity which at once bore testimony to the excellence 
of the fare, and the appetites of its consumers. 
"Now, about Manor Farm," 'said Mr. Pickwick. 
.. How shall we go? " 
- "We had better consult the waiter, perhaps," said 
Mr. Tupman, and the waiter was summoned accord-
ingly. 
2. "Dingley Dell, w,ntlomen - fifteen miles, gpn-
tlAmen-r.roflSTOntl-poRt-chais6, sir?" 
"Post-chaise won't hold more than two," sai,l Mr. 
Pickwick. 
HTrue, sir- beg your pardoll, Air.-V~ry lIice £olll'-
wlweled chlliH~, sir-sent for two behin,l-onA in frout 
f"r the gentlemuu that dri\"('s--oh! beg your p"]"(lun, 
sir--thllt'll only hold thr"e." 
"''''hilt's to be ,lone?" sni,l Mr. Snodgmss. 
3. "Perhaps one of the gentlplllen wOlIl,1 likp t.o 
ride, sir~" suggested the wlliter, looking t.oward Mr. 
Winkle; "very good snd,lle-horses, sir-nuy of Mr. 
Wardle's men coming to Rochester bring 'em bnck, 
sir. " 
"The very thing," said Mr. Pic.kwick. "'Vinkl", 
will you go on horsehack? " 
Mr. Winkle did entertain considerable mlHgl\"lngs 
in the very lowest recesses of his own heart, rellltivA til 
his equestrian skill: but, IlS he would not havA them 
even suspected on any account, he at once rAplied with 
great hardihood, "Certainly. I should enjoy it, of nil 
things." 
4. Mr. Winkle had rushed upon his fate; there 
was no resource. "Let them be at the door by 
eleven," SRid Mr. Pickwick. 
"Very well, sir," replied the WRiter. 
'fhe wlliter rAtire,l; the breRkfast concluded; Rnd 
the travelers ascended to their respective bed-rooms, to 
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pr"pare a chang" of clothing, W tak" with them on 
tllI·ir appr'lRchiug expedition. 
iJ. Mr. Pickwick 1",,1 mRlle hiR prelimillRry RrrRngp-
111(,""', an,1 WIU! looking ovor the coffee-room blinus Rt 
til<' I'nH~"lIg"rH in th" strel't, wh"n tho ,miter ontE'retl, 
nil' I nllnollllc,,,1 thnt thA chniso W/U< mncly-an nu-
1I01lllcmnellt whi ... h t1.., y"hiel" i",.·lf C"onfirmed, hy 
forth wit h 11'1',,"ri IIg h .. fort! tho ,·nfT,·,·· J"{K)1Il bl i nds 
afor"Rni,1. 
U. It WIIM R curionM little green hox Oil four wheels, 
with II low pI""" (or two hehilld, nu,l 1111 eleYRwd 
perch (or olW in frout, drawn by an imlllollHe hl'oWIl 
hor8o, ,liHpl"yillg grent 8yllln\l~try of houe. A hn~t1 .. r 
HI.<KKI 11I'"r, hol,lillg hy the hridle Ruother imml'use 
hOl"He- III'IIRrf'lIl1y n uPllr rpllltiYe of the auimRI in the 
c1l1Lis"- ·r .. ,,.ly snclellc',1 for Mr. Wiuklp . 
.. B1"~H Illy BOllI!" sRi,1 Mr. Pickwick, I\R they 
81.< .. 1 IIIM)1I the I'nvement while the CORts were being 
pllt ill . "ille' AS Illy soul! who's to drive? I never 
thonght o( thnt." 
7. "Oh! YOll, of course," sRid Mr. Tupman. 
"Of course," sRiu Mr. SnodgTRss. 
" I!" exclaimed Mr. Pickwick. 
"Not the slightest feRr, sir," interposed the h08t-
Ier. "WarrRut him quiet, sir: a hiufant iu arms 
might drive him." 
.. He dou't shy, docs he?" inquired Mr. Pickwick . 
.. Shy, sir? He woultln't shy if he WRR to meet a 
vaggin-Ioad of monkeys with their tails burnt off." 
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8. The last recommendation was indisputable. Mr. 
Tupman and MI .. Snodgrass got into the bin; Mr. 
Pickwick ascended to his perch, and deposited his feet 
on a Hoor-clothed shelf, erected beneath it for that 
pnrpose. 
" Now, shiny Villiam," said the hostler to the dep-
uty hostler, "give the gen' lm'n the ribbons." "Shiny 
Villiam "-so called, probably, from his sleek hair and 
oily countenance-placed the reins in Mr. Pickwick's 
left hand; and the upper hostler thrust a whip into 
his right. 
D. "W 0 - a! " cried Mr. Pickwick, as the tall q uad-
ruped eviuced a decided inclination to back into the 
coffee-room window. 
"Wo-o!" echoed Mr. Tupman and Mr. Snod-
grass, from the bin. 
"Only his playfulness, gen'lm'n," said the head 
hostler, encouragingly; "jist kitch hold on him Vill-
iam." The deputy restrained the animal's impetuos-
ity, and the pl'incipal ran to assist Mr. Winkle in 
mounting. 
10. "T'other side, sir, if you please." 
Mr. Winkle, thus instructed, climbed into his sad-
dle, without as much difficulty as he would have expe-
rienced in getting up the side of a first-rate man-
of-war. 
"All right?" inquired Mr. Pickwick, with an 
inward presentiment that it was all wrong. 
" All right," replied Mr. Winkle faintly. 
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11. "Let 'em go," cried the hostler,-" Hold him 
in, sir," and away went the chaise, and the saddle-
horse, with Mr. Pickwick on the box of the one, 
and Mr. Winkle on the back of the other, to the de-
light and gratification of the whole inn-yard. 
"What makes him go sideways?" said Mr. Snod-
grass in the bin, to Mr. Winkle in the saddle. 
12. "I can't imagine," l·epliflrt Mr. Winkle. His 
horse was drifting up the street in the most myste-
rious manner - side first, with his head towanls one 
side of the way, and his tail toward" the other. 
THE PICKWICKIANS TAKE A DRIVE. 
PAlIT II. 
1. Mr. Pickwick had no leisure to observe either 
this or any other particular, the whole of his faculties 
being concentrated in the management of the animnl 
attached to the chaise, who displayed various peculiar-
ities, highly interesting to a by-stander, but by no 
means equally amusing to anyone seated hehind him. 
Besides constantly jerking his head up, in a very un-
pleasant and uncomfortable manner, and tngging at the 
reins to an extent which rendered it a matter of great 
difficulty for Mr. Pickwick to hold them, he had a sin-
gular propensity for darting suddenly every now and 
then to the side of the road, then stopping ehort, and 
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then rushing forward for some minutes, at a speed 
which it was wholly impossible to control. 
2. ,, 'What can he mean by this?" said Mr. Snod-
grass, when the horse had executed this maneuver for 
the twentieth time. 
"I don't know," replied Mr. Tupman; "it looks 
very like shying, don't it?" Mr. Snodgrass was 
about to l'eply, when he was interrupted by a shout 
from Mr. Pickwick. 
" Woo!" said that gentleman; "I have dropped 
my whip." 
3. "Winkle," said Mr. Snodgrass, as the eques-
trian came trotting up all the tall horse, with his hat 
over his ears, and shaking all over, as if he would 
shake to pieces, with the violence of the exercise, 
"pick up the whip, there's a good fellow." Mr. 
Winkle pulled at the bridle of the tall horse till he 
was black in the face; lind having lit length succeeded 
in stopping him, dismounted, handed the whip to Mr. 
Pickwick, and grasping the reins, prepared to re-
mount. 
4. Now whether the tall horse, in the natural 
playfulness of his disposition, was desirous of haviug 
a little innocent l'ecreation with Mr. Winkle, or wheth-
er it occurred to him that he could perform the journey 
as much to his own satisfaction without a rider as with 
one, are points upon which, of course, we can arrive 
at no definite and distinct conclusion. By whatever 
motives the animal was aotuated, certain it is that Mr. 
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Winkle had no sooner touched the reins, than he 
slipped them over his head, and darted backwards to 
their full length. 
5. "Poor fellow," said Mr. Winkle, soothingly-
" poor fellow-good old horse." The" poor fellow" 
was proof against flattery: the mOl'e Mr. Winkle tried 
to get nearer him, the more he sidled away; and, not-
withstanding all kinds of coaxing and wheedling, there 
were Mr. Winkle and the horse going round and l'ound 
each other for ten minutes, at the end of which time 
each was at pl'ecisely the same distance from the other 
as when they first commenced-an unsatisfactory sort 
of thing under any circumstances, but particularly so 
in a lonely road, where no assistance can be procured. 
6. "What Rm I to do?" shouted Mr. Winkle, 
after the dodging had been prolonged for R consider-
able time. "What am I to do? I can't get on 
him." 
" Yon had better lead him till we come to a turn-
pike," replied Mr. Pickwick from the chaise. 
" But he won't corne! "roared Mr. Winkle. " Do 
come and hold him." 
7. Mr. Pickwick was the very personation of kind-
ness and humanity: he threw the reins on the horse's 
back, and, having descended from his seat, carefully 
drew the chaise into the hedge, lest Rnything should 
come along the road, and stepped back to the assist-
ance of his distressed companion, leaving Mr. Tup-
man and Mr. Snodgrass in the vehicle. 
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8. The horse no sooner beheld Mr. Pickwick ad-
vancing toward him with the chaise whip in his hand, 
than he exchanged the rotatory motion in which he 
had previously indulged, for a retrograde movement of 
so very determined a character, that it at once drew 
Mr. Winkle, who was still at the end of the bridle, at a 
rather quicker rate than fast walking, in the direction 
from which they had just come. Mr. Pickwick ran to 
his assistance, but the faster Mr. Pickwick ran for-
ward, the faster the h01·se ran backward. 
9. There was a great scraping of feet, and kicking 
up of the dust; and at last Mr. Winkle, his arms being 
nearly pulled out of their sockets, fairly let go his 
hold. The hmse paused, stared, shook his head, 
turned round, and quietly trotted home to Rochester, 
leaving Mr. Winkle and Mr. Pickwick gazing on each 
other with countenances of blank dismay. A rattling 
noise at a little distance attracted their attention. They 
looked up. 
10. "Bless my soul!" exclaimed the agonized Mr. 
Pickwick, " there's the other horse running away! " 
It was but too true. The animal was startled by 
the noise, and the reins were on his back. The result 
may be guessed. He tore off wit,h the four-wheeled 
chaise behind him, and Mr. Tupman and Mr. Snod-
grass in the four-wheeled chaise. The heat was a 
short one. Mr. Tupman threw himself into the hedge, 
Mr. Snodgrass followed his example, the horse dashed 
the four-wheeled ohaise against a wooden bridge, sep-
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arated the wheels from the body, and the bin from the 
perch; and finally stood stock still to gaze upon the 
ruin he had made. 
11. The first care of the two unspilt friends was 
to extricate their unfortunate companions from their 
bed of quickset-a process which gave them the un-
speakable satisfaction of discovering that they had 
sustained no injury, beyond sundry rents in their gar-
ments and various lacerations from the brambles. The 
next thing to be done was to unhal'lless the horse. 
This complicated process having been effected, the 
party walked slowly forward, leading the horse among 
them, and abandoning the chaise to its fate. 
CRAS. DICKENS. 
* SUMMER STORM. 
Untremulous iu the river clear, 
Toward the sky's image, hangs the imaged bridge; 
So still the air that I can hear 
The slender clarion of the unseen midge; 
Out of the stillness, with a gathering creep, 
Like rising wind in leaves, which now decreases, 
Now lulls, now swella, and all the while increases, 
The huddling trample of a drove of sheep 
Tilts the loose planks, and then as gradually ceases 
In dust on the other side; life's emblem deep, 
A confused noise between two silences, 
Finding at last in dust precarious peace. 
-B, permi,eioD of and IU'l'aDlement with Houahtol!., MUllin &, Co. 
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II. 
On the wide marsh the purple-blossomed grasse" 
Soak up the sunshine; sleeps the brimming tide, 
Save when tbe wedge-sbaped wake in silence passes 
Of some slow water-rat, whose sinuous gl ide 
Wavers the long green sedge's shade from side to side; 
But up tbe west, like a rock-shivered surge, 
Climbs a great cloud, edged witb sun-whitened spray; 
Huge whirls of foam boil toppling o'er its verge, 
And falling still it seems, and yet it climbs alway. 
)II. 
Suddenly all the sky is hid 
As with the shutting of a lid, 
One by one great drops are falling 
Doubtful and slow, 
Down the pane they are crooked ly crawlillg, 
Alld the willd breatbes low; 
Slowly the ci rcles widen 011 the river, 
Widen alHl mingle, one and all; 
Here and there tbe slender flowers shiver, 
Struck by an icy rain-drop's fall. 
IV. 
N ow on the hills I hear the thunder mutter, 
The wind is gathering in the west; 
The upturned leaves first wbiten and flutter, 
Then droop to a fitful rest; 
U I' from tbe stream with a sluggish flap 
Struggles tbe gull and floats away; 
SUMMER STOR)(. 
Nearer ana nearer roll" the thllnrlrr.c1ap,-
'Ve .ball not "re the Rlln go down to.flay: 
Now leaps the wind on the sleepy mar.h, 
And trampleR the grass with terrifie,l feet, 
The startled river turns leaden ano harsh. 
You can hear the quick heart of the tempest heat. 
v. 
Look! Look! that livia fla.h ! 
Ant! instantly follow. the rattling thuIHler, 
AR if some cloud-crag, Rplit a!,;lInt!er, 
Fell, Rplintering with a rtlillollFl cra:o;iJ, 
On the Earth which croucheR iu .ilenee 11IHler; 
An,1 now a .olid gray wall of rain 
Shut. off the lanelReape mile hy mile; 
For a hn·:\th's spaeo I fiee the 1.]lIe wood ag-aiu, 
An,l, ere the next heart·beat, the win,l·hurlc,l pile, 
That .cemecl but now a league aloof, 
Bursts crackling o'er the Bun parche,l roof; 
VI. 
i\gaill~t the windows the stOl'1U comes claRhing, 
Through tattered foliage the hail tear. era8hing, 
The hlue lightning flashes, 
The rapid hail clashes, 
Tbe white waves are tumbling, 
A nO, in one baffled roar, 
Like the toothle" sea mumbling 
A rock·hristled .hore, 
The thunder iB rumbling 
Ana craBhing and crumIJling,-
Will silence return never more? 
27 
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VII. 
Hush! Still as death, 
The tempest holds his breath 
As from a sudden will; 
The rain stops short, but from the eaves 
You see it drop, and hear it from the leaves, 
All is so bodingly still; 
Again, now, now, again 
Plashes the rain in heavy gouts, 
The crinkled lightning 
Seems ever brightening, 
And loud and long 
Again the thunder shouts 
His battle song,-
One quivering flash, 
One wildering crash, 
Followed by silence, dead and dllll, 
As if the cloud, let go, 
Leapt bodily below 
To whelm the earth in one mad overthrow, 
And then a total lull. 
-JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL. 
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1. I am, or rather was, a minister, of the Sande-
manian connection. I was settled in the active, wide-
awake town of Naguadavick. A charming place it 
was and is. A spirited, brave young parish had I; 
and it seemed as if we might have all "the joy of 
eventful living" to our heart's content. 
2. Alas! how little we lmew on the day of my 
ordination, and in those halcyon moments of our first 
housekeeping. 
3. The misery was and is, as we found out, I and 
Polly, before long, there were pitchforked in on us a 
great rowen-heap of humbugs, in which we were ex-
pected, and I chiefly, to fulfil certain public functions 
before the community. They were the duties which 
one performs as member of one or another social class 
or subdivision. 
4. I had not been at work a year before I found I 
was living two lives for two sets of people, one my 
parish, whom I loved, and the other a vague public, 
for whom I did not cal'e two straws. 
Crazed by this duality of life, on my wife's sug-
gestion, I resolved to look out for a Double. 
5. I was, at first, singularly successful. We hap-
pened to be recreating at Stafford Springs that sum-
mer, and we rode out one day to the great Monson 
*ny permission of E. E. Hale nnll Roberta Dros. From" My Doublo ond 
How He Undid Me." 
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Poorhonse. 'We were passing through onA of the large 
halls when my destiny was fulfilled! 
(). He was not shaven. He had on no spectacles. 
He was dressed in a green baize round'lbont and faded 
blne overalls, worn sadly at the knee. But I saw at 
(lllcn that ho was of my height, five feet four and a 
halL He hall black hair, \VOl'll off by his hat. So 
11:"'0 allli have not I. He stooped in walking. So do I. 
His hallds were large, and mille. Aml-- choicest gift 
of Fate in all - -- he had a cnt from a jnyellile brickbat 
o\'el' his right eye, slightly atfectillg the play of that 
eyebrow. 1:>0 h"y" I! My fate was sealed! 
7. A wOl'l1 with Mr. Holley, 0110 of the inspectors, 
seWell Lhe whole thillg. It proved that this Dellnis 
Shea IV"" a lllll'luless, amiable fellow, of the clnss 
kllowlI flS shifLiess. Before I left Stafford, I 1",,1 hired 
him for five years. 'Ve IlI,,1 Rpplied to J uclge Pynchon 
to change the lllllne of Dellllis SheR to 1<'1'el1eric 
Ingham. So wl",n we retul'llell at night to my 
pRrsonage at N ngun,lavick, there ellteretl Mrs. Ingham, 
myself, who am M1'. Frederic Ingham, and my double, 
who was MI'. Frederic Ingham by as good right as I. 
H. 0, the fun we hn,l the next morning in shaving 
his bellI'll to my pRtt0J'n, cutting his hair to match 
mine and teaching him how to weRI' Rml how to take 
off goldbo1\'ed spectacles! 'l'iten in four successive 
afternoons, I taught him foul' spoeches. And lit the 
eml of the next \Veok he could say, wiLh q nite my easy 
and frisky air,-· 
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9. " Very well, thank you. And you?" This for 
an answer to casual salutations. 
In reply to a compliment upon a sermon :-" I am 
very glad you liked it." 
The third WfiS this :-" There has been so much 
Raid, allll, on the whole, so well s/dd, that I will not 
occnpy the time longer." 
And 1l1stly :-" I agree, in geneml, with my frient! 
on the other side of the room." 
10. I launched him by sending him to a meet.ing of 
th" Enlightenment Boar(\. The EllliglttmlmPllt Bonn! 
cOllsists of seventy-four members, of whom sixty-sevell 
I1re necessary to form 11 qUOl"um. My double WI1S thR 
sixty-seventh IIlan who entered the room. HA was 
greeted with a storm of applause! He found the 
president and secretary holding to their chairs two 
judges of the Supreme Court, who w"re members ex-
officio, alld were begging leave to go away. 011 
De],nis's entrance all waS changed. 
11. P1'eslo, the by -laws wel'e suspended, and the 
Western property was given away, Nobody stopped to 
converse with him. He voted, as I had charged him to 
do, in every instance, with the minority, I won new 
laurels as a man of sense, though a little unpunctual, 
-and Dennis l'etllrned to the parsonage, astonished to 
see with IIOW little wisdom the world is governed. He 
cut a few of my parishioners in the street; but he had 
his glasses off, and I am known to be near-sighted. 
Eventually he recognized them more l'eadily than I. 
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12. I "set him again" at the exhibi tion of the New 
Coventry Acaclemy; and here he undertook a "speak-
ing part." H e alTived early on Tuesday, and returned 
in the evening to us, covered with honors. He had 
dined at the right hand of the chairman, and he spoke 
in hIgh torms of the repast. 
13. At the end of the day, the -gentlemen present 
had been call eel upon for speeches,- the Hev. Fl·ederic 
Ingham first, as it happened ; upon which Dennis had 
risen, and had said, "There hlls been so much said, 
!lnd, on the wholo, so well said, that I will not occupy 
the time longer." 'rile girls were delighted, and 
declllred Mr. Ingham was a love,-and so handsome! 
(Dennis is good-looking.) 
14. After this he went to several Commencements 
for me, and ate the dinners provided; he sat through 
three of our Quarterly Conventions for me. And 
I, meanwhile, beglln to rise in everybody's favor. 
" Ingham's a good fellow,-always on hand"; "never 
talks much, bnt does the right thing at the right 
time"; "is not as unpunctual as he used to be,-he 
comes early, (lnd sits through to the end." "He has 
got over his old talkative habit, too." 
15. Polly, who is more rash than I am, risked 
Dennis one night under the eyes of her own sex. 
Governor Gorges gave his great annual party to the 
town, and (lsked us. I confessed I hated to go. 
"But how rude," said Polly, "not to return the 
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Governor's civility and Mrs. Gorges's, when they will 
be sure to ask why you are away!" 
16. Still I demuned, and at last she let me off by 
saying that, if I would go in with her, and sustain the 
initial conversation, she wonld risk Dennis for the rest 
of the evening. And that was just what we did. She 
took Dennis in training all that afternoon, instructed 
him in fashionable conversation, cautioned him against 
the temptations of the supper-table,- and at nine in 
the evening he drove ns all down in the cany"l!. 
17. I made the gmnd siw·-cntrec with Polly. 
Dennis sat in the carriage, at the door, while we 
entered I did the agreeable, then stepped into the 
dressing-room for a moment, stepped out for another, 
and walked horne after a nod with Dennis. My double 
stepped in through the libmry into Gorges's grand 
saloon. 
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PART II. 
1. Oh! Polly died of laughing as she told me of it 
at midnight. Dennis took Mrs. J offries down, and 
Polly could not resist standing near them. He was n 
little flustered, till the sight of the eatables and ch·ink-
abIes gave him courage. A little excitell then, he 
attempted one or two of his speeches to tlie JIl(lgf"s 
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lady. But little he kuew how hard it WIlS to get 11J 
even a prom ptu there e(lgewis". 
2. .. Y Pry well, I thllnk you," ""id hI', lifter the eatillg 
elemelltH were adjusted; .. IlIHI you Y" 
Alld then di,1 1I0t he hll\'" to It""r IIwut the mumps, 
IlIHI thp m(,llsles, alld IImil'a ami Iwllll(lunnll, till she 
chang",,1 oysters for salad. 
'fhe..., WRB a momellt's pails" RB .he ,Ieclined cham-
pagne. "I am very glad you liked it," said l>t'nni .. 
again, which he never sholl 1.1 I",,'" said bllt to one 
who complimented a sermon. 
3. "Oh! YOIl are so sharp, Mr. Inghaml Nol I 
never drink at all,- -except sometimf's iu the summer a 
little currant shrub,--from our own currallts, you 
know." 
4. At the end of the feRBt, Dennis, mthAr confused, 
thought he must say something, and tried No.4, - " I 
agree, in general, with my frielld, the other side of 
the room,"-which he nevcr shollid hav" Kai,1 but lit a 
public meeting. 
o. But Mrs. J effrie8, who never listens "xcepting to 
understand, caught him up instantly with •. Well, I'm 
Bure my husband returns the complimcnt; he always 
agrees with yon,-though we do worship with the 
Methodists. 
G. Dennis could see into the cllrd-room, and came 
to Polly to ask if he might not go Rnd play allfours. 
But, of course, she sternly refused, amI at midnight 
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they came home delighted, with Polly wild to tell me 
the story of the victory. 
7. But I Aee I loiter on my story, which is rushing" 
to the plunge. Let me stop an inAtant more, however, 
to rncnll, were it only to myself, that chnrming yenr 
while nil was yet well. 'fhat happy yenr, I begnn to 
know my wife by sight. 'Ve saw each other 8ome-
times. 
tt In those long mornings, when Dp.nniA wns in 
tho stu<!y eXl'lnining to map-pe,!dlp.rA thnt r hlld e1e"en 
mIll's of Jerusalem alre"dy, and to school-book "gents 
th"t I would see them hanged before I woult! be bribed 
to introduce their text-books into the school~,-she 
and 1 were at work together, as in those old dreamy 
days. But all this could not last,--and at length poor 
Venn is, my donble, undid me. 
n. It wa~ thus it hnppened. 'fhere was au excel-
lent fellow, once a lIIinister,-I will call him rSllneS, 
who hnd nrrnnged n "movement" for n genp.rnl or-
gnnization of the hUlllan family into Vebnting-Cluhs, 
County i::locietics, State Unions, etc., etc., with a yiew 
of inducing nil children to take hold of the handles of 
their knives RIll! forks, instead of the metal. 
10. Children hnye bnd hnhits in that. way. 'fhe 
moYement, of course, was ahsunl. It came tillle lor 
the annnal eounty-meeting 011 this snbject to be hel,! 
at N agnadaviek. ISAACS came roulH!, good fellow! to 
arrange for it, --got the town-hall, got the Goyernor 
to preside, and then callie to get lIIe to speak. 
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11. "No," I said, I would not speak if ten Gov. 
ernors presided. I do not believe in the enterprise. 
"Now if M:r. Ingham will only come and sit on the 
platform, he need not say one word; but it will show 
well in the p"per," said poor Isaacs. 
12. I consented, told Dennis to hold his peace, 
under all circumstances, and sent him down. 
It was not half an hour more before he l'eturned, 
wild with excitement,- -in a perfect Irish fury,-which 
it was long before I understood. But I knew at once 
that he had undone me! 
13. What happened was this. The audience got 
together, attracted by Governor Gorges's name. Thel'e 
were a thousand people. Poor Gorges was late from 
Augusta. They became impatient. He came in direct 
from the train at last, and opened the meeting in the 
fewest possible words, and said other gentlemen were 
present who would entertain them better than he. 
14. Then, prompted by Isaacs, said, "The Honor-
able M:r. Delafield will address you." 
Delafield had forgotten the knives and forks, and 
was playing at the chess-club. 
"The Bev. M:r. Auchmuty will address you." 
Auchmuty hael promised to speak late, and was at 
the school-committee. 
" I see Dr. Stearns in the hall; perhaps he will say 
'i. worn." 
But Dr. Stearns said he had COllle to listen, not tG 
speak. 
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15. Tho Governor and IsaacH whispered. The 
Governor looked at Dennis, who was resplendent on 
the platform. The look was enough. A misernble lad, 
ill-bred, who had once been in Boston, thought it 
woulrl sound well to call for me, and piped out, 
" Ingham! " A few more wretche~ cried, "Ingham! 
Ingham!" 
Hi. The Govel"llor kllew I would Ray something. 
and said, "Our friAIlllllIr. Illgham is always prepared; 
and, though we had not relietl upon him, he will say a 
word, perhaps." 
Applause followerl, which turner! Dmlllis's hearl. 
He rose, fluttered, and trieri No.3: "There has been 
so much said a]](l, on the wholo, so well said, that I 
will not longer occupy the time!" and sat down, 
looking for his hat; for thing" Reellled squally. 
17. But the people cried, "Go Oil! Go on'" and 
some applauded. Dennis, still confused, but flalteretl 
by the applause, to which neither he nor I are used, 
rose again, a]](i this time trie,i No.2: "I am very 
glad you likeri it!" in a sonorous, clear deliyery. 
18. My best friends stared. All the people who 
did not know me personally yelled with delight fit the 
flspect of the eveniug. A boy in the gallery erie,1 in 
a lomi tone, "It's all an infernal humhug," just n" 
Dennis, \\"avillg his hanel . commalHlptl f.> ilplH'0.. nlHl 
trie,i No.4: "I agree, ill gCIIPral. with IJI~' fri"11I1 th" 
other side of th l> room." 
IU. The poor Goverllur tlouhb-'\ l II is Sl.'I1!->('S nlld 
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crossed to stop him,-not in time, however. The same 
gallery-boy shouted, "How's your mother?" and 
Dennis, now completely lost, tried, as his Il18t shot, 
No.1, vainly: "Very well, thank you; and you?" 
20. The audience rose in a whirl of alDazempnt, 
rage, and sorrow. Some other impertinence, ainlf,d nt 
Dennis, broke all restraiut, au(\, in pure Irish, he de-
livered himself of all address to the gallery, inviting 
any person who wished to fight, to come down am\ do 
Bo,-stating, that they were all dogs and cowards all(\ 
the sons of dogs and cowards,-that he would take any 
five of them, single-handed. "Shure, I have said all 
his Riverence /\IJ(i the Mistress bade me sny," cried he, 
in defiance; and, seizing the Governor's caue from his 
hand, brnndished it, quarter-staff fashion, above hia 
head. 
21. The universnl impression, of course, was, thnt 
the Rev. Frederic Inghnm hnd lost all cOlllmnnd of 
himself in Home of those hnunts of intoxicntion which 
for fifteen years I have been laboring to destroy. At 
this moment, indeed, that is the impression in Nagun-
davick. And I shall not be likely ever to show my 
head there again. 
No! My double has undone me. 
E. E. HALE. 
NEW YEAR'S MORNING. 
NEW YEAR'S MORNING. 
I. 
Day! 
Faster and more fast, 
O'er night's brim, day boils at last; 
Boils, pure gold, o'er the cloud-cup's brim 
Where spurting and suppressed it lay: 
For not a froth-flake touched the rim 
Of yonder gap in the solid gray 
Of the eastem cloud, an hour away; 
But forth one wavelet, then another, clIrled, 
Till the whole sllnrise, not to be supprc:;sed, 
Rose, reddened, and its seething breast 
39 
Flickered in bounds, grew gold, then overflowed the 
world. 
II. 
Oh, Day, if I squander a wavelet of thee, 
A mite of my twelve hours' treasure, 
The least of thy gazes 01' glances, 
(Be they grants thou art bound to, or gifts above 
measure), 
One of thy choices, 01' one of thy chances, 
(Be they tasks God imposed thee, 01' freaks at thy 
plea.ure)-
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My Day, if I squander such labour or leisure, 
Tben shame fall on Asolo, mischief on me ! 
Ill. 
Thy long blue solemn hours serenely flowing, 
Whence earth, we feel, get8 steady help and good-
Thy fitful S11llHhine-minutes, coming, going, 
In which earth turns from work in gamcsome mood-
All shall be mine! But thou lllust treat me not 
As tbe prosperous are treated, those who live 
At hand here, and enjoy the higher lot, 
In readiness to take what thou wilt give, 
And free to let alone wbat tbou refnsest; 
IV. 
For, Day, my holiday, jf thou ill·usest 
Me, who am only Pippa- ol<l·year's SOrI"OW, 
Cast off last lIight, will come again t.o-morrow: 
'Vherea", if thou prove gentle, J shall borrow 
Sufficient strength of thee for lIew-year's :O;Ol'J"OW. 
All other men and WOlllon tl",t this earth 
Belongs to, who all dap.; al ike POFlRC!"f', 
l\bke general pknty cure part.icular dearth, 
Get more joy one way, if another, less: 
Thou art my single day God len<ls to leaven 
What were all eartb else with a feel of heaven; 
v. 
And here I let time slip for nought! 
Aha, yon foolhardy sunbeams caught 
With a single splash from my elVer! 
You that would mock the best pursuer 
Was my basin overdeep? 
One splash of water ruins you asleep, 
And up, up, fl eet your brilliaut bits 
'Vhccl ing and connter wheeling, 
Heeling, broken beyond bealing-
N ow grow together on the ceiling! 
That will task your wits. 
Vvhoever it was quenched fire first, hoped to see 
Morsel after morsel fl ee 
As merrily, as giddily-
Meantime, what lights my sunbeam on '! 
Where settles by degrees the radiant cripple? 
Oh, i. it surely blown, my martagon? 
VI. 
Be "'He if coral s, branching 'neath the ripple 
Of ocean, bud there, fairies watch unroll 
Such turban·f1owers; I "ay, such lamps ,lisper"e 
Thick red flame through that dusk green universe I 
I am queen of thee, floweret; 
And each fl eshy blossom 
Preserve I not-safer 
Than leaves tbat embower it, 
Or shells that em bosom-
From weevil and chafer? 
Laugb tbrough my pane, then ; solicit the bee; 
Gibe him, be sure; and, in midst of thy glee, 
Love thy queen, worship me ! 
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vn. 
Worship whom else? For am I not, this day, 
' -Vbate'er I please? W bat shall I please to-day? 
My morning, noon, eve, nigbt--how spend my day? 
To·morrow I must be Pippa who winds silk, 
The whole year round, to earn just bread and milk: 
But, this one day, I have leave to go, 
And play out my fancy's fullest games, 
I may fancy all day- anel it shall be so-
That I taste of the pleasures, am called hy the names 
Of the Happiest Four in Ollr Asolo! 
- HOBERT BROWNING. 
ORGAN MUSIC. 
1. The sound of casual footsteps hail ceaseil from 
the abbey. I could only hellr, now anil then, the 
distant voice of the priest I-epeating the evening ser-
vice, lind the faint responses of the choir; these paused 
for a time and all was hushed. 
The stillness, the desertion, lind obscurity that 
were gradually prevailing around gave a deeper and 
more solemn interest to the place, -
" For in the silent grave no cOllversation, 
No joyful tread of friends, no voice of lovers, 
No careful father's cOllnsel- llothing's heard, 
For nothing is, but all oblivion, 
Dust, and an endless darkness." 
2. Suddenly the notes of the deep laboring organ 
burst upon the ear, falling with doubled and redoubled 
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intensity, and rolling, 8S it were huge billows of sound. 
How well do their volume and grandeur accord with 
this mighty building! With what pomp do they swell 
through its vast vaults, and breathe their awful 
harmony through these caves of death, and make the 
silent sepulchre vocal! 
3. And now they rise in b'iumphant acclam'ltion 
heaving higher and higher their accordant notes, and 
piling sound on sound.- Aud now they pause, amI the 
soft voices of the choir break out in sweet gushes of 
melody; they soar aloft, and warble along tho roof, 
and seem to play about these lofty vaults like the 
pure airs of heaven: 
4. Again the pealing organ heaves its thrilling 
thunders, compressing air into music, and l'OlIing it 
forth upon the soul. What long-drawn cadences! What 
solemn sweeping concords! It grows more and more 
dense and powerful-it fills the vast pile, and seems 
to jar the very walls-the ear is stunned -the senses 
are overwhelmed. 
5. And now it is winding up in full jubilee; it is 
rising from the earth to heaven- the very soul seems 
rapt away, and floated upwards on this swelling tide of 
harmony! I sat for some time, lost in that kind of 
reverie which a strain of music is apt, at times, to in-
spire: the shadows of evening were gradually thicken-
ing around me, and the distant clock gave token of the 
slowly waning day. 
WASHINGTON IRVING. 

CHAPTER II. 
EGOISTIC EMOTIO:-< - APPROXIMATE AnANDON. 
MRS. CAUDLE URGING THE NEED OF SPRING 
CLOTHING . 
. r -
1. If there's anything in the world I hate-and you 
know it-it is, asking you for money. I am SUl'e, for 
myself, I'd rather go without a thing a thousand times, 
and I do, the more shame for you to let me. WTtat do 
I want 1I010? As if you didn't know! rIll sure, if I'd 
any monoy of my own, I'<lnevel' aHk you for a farthing 
-never! It's painful to me, gmcious knows! What 
do you say? If ii'" )Joinflll ,,·It!! so of/en do it? I 
suppose you call that a joke-one of your club-jokes! 
As I say, I only wish I'd any money of my own. If 
thero is anything that humbles a poor woman, it is 
coming to a lllau 's pocket for every farthing. It's 
dreadfn I! 
2. Now, CalHlle, you shall heal' me, for it isn't 
ofton I speak. Pray, do you know what month it is? 
And did you see how the childron looked at church to-
day- - like nohol]y olso's children ? lVltrti U'as ilu' matte>' 
with Ihem? OIl! CalHlle how can you ask? Weren't 
they all in their th ick mm'inos amI beaver bonnets? 
3. What do you say? Whettofit? What! You'll 
" 
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tell Ille that you diun't see how the Briggs girls, in their 
new chips, tUl'lled their noses up at 'em? And you 
didn't see how the Browns looked at the Smiths, and 
then at our poor girls, as much as to say, "Poor 
creatures! what figures for the first of lIIay?" Yon 
didn't see -it! 'fhe more shame for you! I'm sure, 
those Briggs girls- the little minxes! -put me into 
such a pucker, I could have pulled their ears for 'em 
over the pew. What do you say! I ought to be 
ashamed fa own it? Now, Caudle, it's no use talking; 
those children shall not cross over the threshold next 
Sunday, if they haven't things for the summer. Now 
mind-they shan't; and thel'e's an end of it! 
4. I'm always wani'ing money f01' clothes? How 
can you say that? I'm sure thel'e are no children in the 
world that cost their father so little; but that's it-tl", 
less a poor woman does upon, the less she Ill"y, Now, 
Caudle, uear! What a man you are! I know you'll 
give me the money, because, after all, I think you love 
your childreu, ""d like to see 'em well dressed. It's 
only natural that a father should. 
5. How much moncy '/0 I want? Let me see, 
love. There's Caroline, and J auI', all(1 Susan, and 
Mary Anne, aml-- 'What do you say? I needn't 
count 'em? YO!! know how many the"e m'''? That's 
just the way you take me up! Well, how much 
money u:ill il take? Let me see-I'll tell you in 
a minute. You always love to see the dear thillgs 
like new pins. I know that, Caudle; anu though 
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I suy it, bless their little hearts! they do credit to you, 
Caudle. 
H. lIolV much? Now, don't be in a hurry! 'Veil, I 
thiuk, with good pinching-ami you know, (Jaudle, 
there's never a wife who can pinch closer than I can 
- -1 I,hillk, wit,h pinching, I CI1l! do with twenty p0111HIs. 
'.What <1\(1 yon sl1y? Twenty fiddlesticks? What! YOII 
'won' t 1/;"'" half fhe money? Very well, Mr. Caudle; 1 
don't care; let the children go in rags; let them stop 
fl-om "hurch, and grow up like heathens and cannibnls; 
I1nd then you'll save yonr money, amI, 1 suppose, be 
satisfied. 
7. What uo yon say? Ten l)OHIH/s enough? 
Yes, jnst likA you Illen; you think things cost nothing 
for women; but you don't care how much you layout 
upon yourselves. 'l'lwy only want frocks and bonnefs ? 
How do you ktww what they want? How shoulu a 
man know auy thing at all about it? Ami you won'! 
give more than teu pounds? Very well. 'l'hen you 
may go shoppiug with it yourself, anu see wlmt you'll 
make of it! I'll have none of your ten pounds, I can 
tell you-- no sir! 
8. No; you've no cause to say that. I don't wnnt tn 
dress the children up like countesses! Yon often 
throw thnt in my teeth, you do; but yon know it's 
fnlse, Cnudle; yon kuow it! 1 only wish to give 'elll 
proper notions of themselves; and wlmt, indeed, can 
the poor things thillk, when they see the Briggses, the 
Browns, and the Smiths,-aml their fathers don't 
make the money you do, Caudle-when they see them 
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as fine as tulips? Why, they must think themselves 
nobody. Howevel', the twenty pounds I will have, if 
I've any; or not a farthing! No, sir; no,-I don't 
want to dress up the children like peacocks and par-
rots! I only want to make 'm respectllble. What do 
you say? You'll give me fifleen pounds ? No, Caudle, 
no, not a penny will I take under twenty. If I did, it 
would seem as if I wanted to waste your money; and 
I'm sure, when I come to think of it twenty pounds 
will hardly do, DOUGLAS JERROLD. 
THE FEZZIWIG BALL, 
1. "Yo ho, my boys!" said Fezziwig. "No more 
WOl'k to-night, Christmas Eve, Dick. Christmas, 
Ebenezer! Let's have the shutters up, before a 
man can say Jack Robinson! " 
You wouldn't believe how those two fellows went at 
it! They chm'ged into the street with the shutter8-
011e, two, three-- had 'em up in their places--four, five, 
six- barred 'em and pinned 'em-- seven, eight, nine 
-and came hack before you could have got to twelve, 
panting like race-horses, 
2. "Hilli-ho!" cl'ied old Fezziwig, skipping down 
from the high desk, with wonderful agility, . " Clear 
away, my lads, and let's have lots of room hel'e! 
Hilli-ho, Dick! Chirrup, Ebenezer!" 
Clear away! There was nothing they wouldn't 
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have cleared away, or couldn't have cleared away, with 
old Fezziwig looking on. It was done in a minute. 
Every movable was packed off, as if it were dismissed 
from public life for evermore; the floor was swept and 
watered, the lamps were trimmed, fuel was heaped 
upon the fire; and the warehouse was as snug, and 
warm, and dry, and bright a ball-room, as you would 
desire to see upon a winter's night. 
3. In came a fiddler with a music-book, and went 
up to the lofty desk, and made an orchestra of it, and 
tuned like fifty stomach-aches. In came Mrs. Fezziwig, 
one vast substantial smile. In came the three Miss 
Fezziwigs, beaming and lovable. In came all the 
young men and women employed in the bvsiness. In 
came the housemaid, with her cousin, the baker. In 
came the cook, with her brother's particulal· friend, the 
milkman. In came the boy from over the way, who 
was suspected of not having board enough from his 
master; trying to hide himself behind the girl from 
next door but one, who was proved to have had her 
ears pulled by her mistress. 
4. In they all came, one after another; some 
shyly, some boldly, some gracefully, some awkwardly, 
some pushing, some pulling; in they all came, any-
how and evcryhow. Away they all went, twenty couple 
at once; hands half ronlHI aud back again the other 
way; down the middle amI up again; round and round 
in various stages of grouping; old top couple always 
turning up iu the wrong place; new top couple start-
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ing off again, as soon as they got there; all top couples 
at last, aHd not a bottom one to help them! When 
this re"ult wa" brought about, old Fezziwig, clapping 
his hands to stop the dance, cried out, "Well done!" 
5. 'fhere were more dances, and there were forfeits, 
and more dances, and there was cake, and there was a 
great piece of Cold Roast, and there was a great piece 
of Cold Boilell, and there were mince pies. But the 
great effect of the evening came after the ROllst Ilnd 
Boiled, when the fiddler (an artful dog, mind! The 
sort of a man who knew his business beUer than you 
or I could have told it him!) struck up "Sir Roger 
de Co verley. " Then old Fezziwig stood out to dance 
with Mrs. Fe~ziwig. Top couple, too; with a good 
stiff piece of work cut out for them; three or four and 
twenty pair of l'artne1's; people who were not to be 
tritled with; people who would dance, and had no no-
tion of walking. 
G. But if they had been twice as many-ah, fonr 
times-old Fezziwig would have been a match for 
them, and so would Mrs. Fezziwig. As to he,., she was 
worthy to he his partner in every sense of the term. If 
that's not high praise, tell me higber, and I'll use it. 
A positive light appeared to issue from Fezziwig's 
cRlves. They shone in every part of the dRnce like 
moons. You couldn:t have predicted, at any given 
time, what would IlRve become of them next. And 
when old Fezziwig and Mrs. Fezziwig had gone all 
through the dance; ad vance and retire, both hands to 
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your partner, bow and curtsey, corkscrew, thread-the-
needle, and back again to your place; Fezziwig "cut" 
-cut so deftly, that he appeared to wink with his 
legs, and came upon his feet again without a stagger. 
7. 'Vhen the clock struck eleven, this domestic ball 
broke up. Mr. and Mrs. Fezziwig took their stations, 
one on either side of the door, and shaking hands with 
every person individually as he or she went out, wished 
him or her a Merry Christmas. When everybody had 
retired but the two 'prentices, they did the same to 
them; and thus the cheerful voices died away, and the 
lads were left to their beds; which were under a COUD-
ter in the back shop. CHAS. DICKENS. 
* MARY'S NWH'l' RIVE. 
1. Mary Uichling, the heroine of the story, was the 
wife of John Richling, a resident of New Orleans. 
At the breaking out of the Civil War she went to visit 
her parents in Milwaukee. About the time of the bom-
bardment of New Orleans she received news of the 
dangerous illness of her husband, and she decided 
at once to reach his bedside, it possible. Taking with 
her, her baby daughtBr, a child of three years, she 
proceeded southward, where, after several unsuccessful 
attempts to secure a pass, she finally determined to 
break through the lines. 
2. About the mi,I,Ue of the night Mary Riohling W88 
.f'Tnm t , Dr. ~.'\· i ... r," hy prrrnissitlll of Mr . (j('H. W. ('able BDd the pub-
ishenl. (,ha:-. Scribu"rs' SOIl~. 
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sitting very still and upright on a large, dal·k horse 
that stood champing his Mexican bit in the black 
shadow of a great oak. Alice l'cHted before her, fast 
asleep against her bosom. MaJ'y held by the bridle 
another horse, whose naked saddle-tree was empty. A 
few steps in front of her the light of the full moon 
shone almost straight down upon a narrow road that 
just there emerged from the shadow of woods on 
either side, and divided into a main right fork and a 
much smaller one that curved around to Mary's left. 
Off in the direction of tbe main fork the sky was all 
aglow with camp fires. Only ;just here on the left 
there was a cool and grateful darkness. 
3. She lifted her head alertly. A twig crackled 
under a tread, aIHI the next moment a man came out 
of the bushes at the left, and without a word took 
the bridle of the led horse from her fingers and 
vaulted into the saddle. Tile hand that rested a 
moment on the cantle as he rOBe grasped a "navy six." 
He was dressed in dull homespun, but he was the 
same who had been dressed in blue. He turned his 
horse nnd led the way down the lesser road. 
4. "If we'd of gone three hundred yards further," he 
whispered, fnlling back and smiling broadly, "we'd 'a' 
run into the pickets. I went nigh enough to see the 
videttes settin' on theil' hosses in the mnin road. 
This here nint no rond; it just goes up to a nigger 
quarters. I've got one 0' the niggers to show us the 
way." 
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5. "Where is he?" whispere,l Mary; but before her 
companion could answer, a tattered form moved from 
behind a bush a little in advance and started ahead in 
the path, walking and heckoning. Presently they 
tUrJled into a clear, open forest, and followe,l the 
long, rapid, swinging stride of the negro for nearly 
an hour. 'l'heu they halted on the bauk of a deep, 
nanow stream. 'l'he negro made a motion for them 
to keep well to the l'ight when they should entm' the 
water. The white mall softly lifted Alice to his arms, 
directed amI assisted Mary to kneel iu her saddle, 
with her skirts gathm'ed carefully under her, and so 
they went down into the cold stream, the negro first, 
with arms outstretched above the flood; then Marv, 
and then, the white man,-or, let us say plainly, the 
spy-with the unawakened child on his breast. And 
so they rose out of it on the farther side without 
a shoe or garment wet, save the rags of their dark 
guide. 
6. Again they followed him, along a line of stake-
and-rider fence, with the woods on one side and thE 
hright moonlight flooding a field of young cotton on 
the other. Now they heard the distant haying of house-
dogs, now the doleful call of the chuck-will's widow, 
and once Mary's blood turned, for an instant, to ice at 
the ullel:ll,thly shriek of the hoot owl just above her 
head. At length they found themselves in a dim, 
narrow road, and the negro stopped. 
7. "Dess keep dish yeh road fo' 'hout halfmi1e, .... 
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you strak 'pon de broad, main road. Tek de right, 
an' you go whah yo' fancy tek you." 
"Good-bye," whispered Mary. 
"Good-bye, Miss," said the negro, in the same low 
voice; "good-bye boss; don't you fo'git you promise tek 
me thoo to de Yankee' when you come back. I 'feered 
you gwine fo'git it, boss." 
8. The spy said he would not, and they left him. 
The half-mile was soon passed, though it turned out to 
be a mile and a half, and at length Mary's companion 
looked back as they rode single file with Mary in the 
rear, and said softly; 
"There's the road," pointing at its broad pale line 
with his six-shooter. 
9. As they entered it and turned to the right, Mary 
with Alice again in her arms, moved somewhat ahead 
of her companion, her illllifferent horsemanship hav-
ing compelled him to drop back to avoid a pl'ickly 
bush. Hi~ horse was just quickening his pace to re-
gain the lost position, when a man sprang up from 
the ground on the farther side of the highway, 
snatched a carbine from the earth and cried: "Halt!" 
The dark recumbent forms of six or eight others 
could be seen, enveloped in their blankets, lying 
about a few red coals. Mm'y turned a frightened 
look backward and met the eyes of hel' companion. 
10. "Move a little faster," said he, in a low, clear 
voice. As she promptly did so she heard him answer 
the challenge, as his horse trotted softly after hers. 
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" Don't stop us, my friend; we're taking a sick 
child to the doctor." 
"Halt, you hound!" the cry rang out; and as Mary 
glanced back three or four men were just leaping into 
the wad. But she saw also her companion, his face 
suffused with an earnestness that was almost an agony, 
l'ise in his stirrups with the stoop of his shoulders all 
gone and wildly cry: 
"Go!" 
11. She smote the horse and flew. Alice woke and 
screamed. 
" Hush, my darling" said the mother, laying Oll 
the withe; "mamma's here. Hush, darling, mamma's 
here. Don't be frightened, darling baby. 0 GO(], 
spare my child!" and away she sped. 
The report of a cal'bine rang out and went l'oIling 
away in a thousand echoes through the wood. Two 
others followed in sharp succession, alld there went 
close by Mary's ear the waspish whine of a minie-ball. 
At the same moment she recognized, once,- twice,-
thrice,-just at her back where thE: hoofs of her com-
panion's horse were c1attel"ing-the tart rejoinders of 
his navy six. 
12. "Go!" he cried again. "Lay low! lay low! 
cover the child!" But his words were needless. With 
head bowed forward and form crouched over the cry-
ing' clinging child, with slackened rein am] fluttoring 
dress, with sun-honnet and loosened hair blown back 
upon her shoulders, with lips compressed and silent 
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prayers, Mary was riding for life, liberty and her hus · 
hand's hedside. 
13. "0 mamma, mamma," wailed the terrified 
little one. 
" Go on! go on! "cried the voice behind; "they're 
-saddling up! Go! go! We're goin' to make it! 
We·re going to make it! Go-o-o!" 
And they made it! 
GEO. W. CABLE. 
THE RIVALS. 
Cetptain AbsoZ"te. Now for a parental lectnre - I 
hope he haR heard nothing of th" bURineRs that haR h!"Onght 
Ille herc. - I wiHh thc gout had held him fast in Devonshire 
with all my soul! 
Enter SIR ANTHONY ABSOLUTE. 
Sir. I am delighted to see you here, and looking HO well ! 
- your sudden arrival at Bath made Ille appreheIlsive for 
your health. 
Sir A. Very apprehensive, I dare say, Jack.- What, 
you are recruiting here, hey? 
Capt. A. Yes, sir, I am on duty. 
Sir A. Well, Jack, I am glad to see you, though I 
did not expect it; for I was going to write to you on a 
little matter of business. - Jack, I have becn considering 
that I grow old and infirm, and shall probably not trouble 
you long. 
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Oapt. A. Pardon me, "ir, I nevor Raw you look more 
strong and hearty, and I pray fervently that you may con· 
tinue RO. 
Sir A. I hope your prayers may be heard, with all 
my heart. Well, then, Jaek; I have beell cOllsidering that 
I am "0 strong and hearty, I may continue to plague you 
a long time. - Now, Jack, I am senRible that the income 
of your commiRsioJl, and what I have hitherto allowed you, 
is but a small pit.tance for a lad of your Bpirit. 
(}'pt. A. Sir, you arc very goo<l. 
Sir A. And it iR my wish, while yet I live, to have 
my boy Jllake somc figure iu the world. - I have re"olved 
therefore, to fix you at once in a nohle indepeudence. 
Oapt. A. Sir, your kindneR" overpowers TIle. - Yet, 
sir, I presumc you w01lld not wish mc to quit the army? 
Si,· A. Oh! that ,hall be a8 your wife chooses. 
Oapt. A. l\ly wire, sir! 
Sir A. Ay, ay, settle that between you- settle that 
between you. 
Oapt. A. A wife, Rir, did YOIl Bay? 
Sir A. Ay, a wifc - why, did not I mention her be-
fore? 
Capt. A. Not a word of her, sir. 
Sir A. Odd so! I TIlIISn't forget her, though - Yes, 
Jack, the independence I was talking of, is by a marriage 
- tbe fortune is saddled with a wife - but I suppose that 
makes no difference? 
.----rJapt. A. Sir! sir! you amaze me ! 
Sir A. Why, wbat's the matter witb tbe fool? Just 
now you were all gratitude and duty. 
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Copt. A. I was, sir, - YOIl talked to me of inde· 
pendellce and a fortune, hut not a wo rd of a wifff. 
Sir A. 'Vhy - what difference doe" that mah? 0,1,1< 
life, Hir! if you have the e~tate , you mURt take it with 
the live r-:tC)ck on it, a~ it FOtallliR. 
Cnp!. "f. Pray, "ir, who is the la,ly ? 
Sl:r A. 'Vhat'R that to ),011, ",ir? - Come g'lVl' lilt' 
YOllr promise to loye, and to marry her Iliredly. 
Copt. A. Sure :-<iJ', tlliR iH not very reaHonahl('. to ~Ilrn· 
mon my affections for a lady I know nothing' of! 
S,:r . .t. I am "'111'(', Hir, 'ti", more IInrraf'onal,) c ill ),011 
to ohject to a lady YOIl know nothill~ of. 
Capt. A. You mll",t cxmlKe ml', ",iT, if I tell you OIIC,.'l' 
for all, that in this point I <:allllot oJ",y YOII. 
Sir A . Harky., .Taek ! - - I have heartl YOIl for "01111' 
time with patience - I have heen eonl - quite cool; lHlt 
take ('.a l'e - ),011 know I am eomplianec itt-ic lf - wll('11 I am 
not thwarte<1; 110 olle more ea"ily led - when I haye Illy 
own way; - hut don't put me in a frcnzy. 
_. _ C(/pt. A. Sir, I lJiust repeat it--in thi., I canno t 
obey you. 
Sir A. Now , hang me if ever I call you Jack again 
while I live! 
Capt. A. Nay, sir, but hear me. 
Sir .. A.. Sir, I won't hear a word! - not a word! _._. 
not one word! 60 g ive me your promi~e hy a nod - ane) 
I'll tell you what, Jack -- I mean you dog - if YOII don ' t, 
by--
Cnpt. A . 'Vhat, sir, promise to link mpelf to ",""I' 
m3RR of IIg1inel'lA ? 
Sir A. Zound.! Sirrah! the lady "hall he a. lI!(ly a" 
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1 chOOf~e; flhc !'than llave a hump on each f'houl(lcr; I'll(' 
.hall 1 .. , aR "rooke<l as tbe Cre.cent; - she .hall have a 
.kin like a mummY-Ahe shall he all this, Airrah ! - . yet 
I'll make YOIl ogle her all <lay, and .it II]> all ni~ht, t" 
write Ronnets on her beauty. 
Capt. A. ThiR if4 re3Ron and moderation illll('('d ! 
Sir A . None of your r-:necring, puppy, no grilillill~, 
jackana]>," ! 
Capt. A. Incl('ea, /'IiI', I never waR in a worse hUlllour 
for mirth ill my life. 
Sir .... 1. 'TiR faIRf', Flir; I know yon arc lall~hing: in YOllr 
.. Iecve; I know you'll grin when I am .~0I1(' , ",inah ! 
(}'pt. A. Sir, I hope J know my ,llIty hetter. 
Sir A. NOlie of your £IaMB-ion ",ir ! JWIlC of YOllr VIO-
lence, if YuH plcaRe - it won't do with JlH', I promise yon. 
{'apt. A. Indeed, Hir, I never waR eooler in Illy life. 
Sir A. 'Tis a eonfounded lie! - I know you al·e in a 
paBsion in YOllr heart; I know YOIl are, YOIl hypocritical 
young dog - - hilt it won't. cIo. 
Capt. A. Nay, :-;il', U}tOll my word--
Sir A. So, you will fly out! Can't you be cool, like 
me ? -What goou eall pasHioll lIo ? - l'aHRioll is of 110 Rcr-
vice, you impudent, iwwlcnt, over-Learing 1'f;>l'l'ohate! -
~rhere, you sneer again! - don't provoke me! hut you 
rely upon the lllildne~~ of my temper - you do, YOH c.1ug! 
you play upon the meekne"" of my di8po,ition! Yet take 
eare - the patience of a saint may be overcome at last -
hut mark' - I give you .ix hours and a half to conHi,h'r 
of thi~; if you then agree, without any condition, to 11u 
everything on earth that I chooMe, why - confound YO", I 
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may in time forgive you -If not, zoundR ! dOIl't enter the 
Rame hemiRphere with me! <101l't dare to breathe the Rame 
air, or OHC thc Rame light with me; hut get an atmosphere 
and a Run of your own! I'll strip you of your eomllliR-
sion; I'll lodge a five-and-three-pence ill the handH of 
truRtecR, and you .hall live on the illtcrc8t_ I'll <1i,own 
you; I'll diHillherit you; and, hang me! ;.f [ ever call 
you Jack again! 
Capt_ A_ Mild, gentle, considerate father! I kiss your 
hand. 
* EXILE OF THE ACADIANS_ 
L 
Pleasantly rose one morn the sun on the village of Grand-
Pre. 
Phasantly gleamed in the soft, sweet air the Basin of 
Minas, 
Where the shipR, with their wavering shadows, were rid_ 
ing at anchor_ 
Life had Jong heen astir in the village, and clamorous 
lahor 
Knocked with its hundred hands at the golden gates of the 
morning. 
II. 
N ow from the country around, from the farms and the 
neighboring hamlets, 
Come in their holiday dresses the hlithe Acadian peasants . 
• Dy arrangemont with aDd pormission of Hooghton, Mifllin & Co. 
KXIJ.K OF TIIX A,("AOIAM'R 
Many a glad good.morrow and joclln,l laugb from tilt' 
yOl1nl{ folk 
Matle the hri~ht air hrighter, aM III' from tlw IllimerOll1'4 
mC34)owM 
\Vher" no path cOllld he flel'n hilt the track of wheel. in 
the green"ward, 
Group after grOllp appeared, and joined, or pas8ed on tbe 
highway. 
lit. 
Long ere noon, in the village all Round. of labor were 
Aileneed. 
Thronged were the Mtreel.!< with people; and noi8Y grollp. 
at the houAe-tloorM 
Hat in the cbeerful Mlln, anti rejoiced and gOMHiped ta-
gether. 
}t~very honKe waH an inn, w here all were welcomed and 
feaR ted ; 
Fur with thiM Him pie people, who lived like bruther. ta-
gether, 
All tbinb'" were held in comlllon, and wbat one had WM 
another's. 
IV. 
Under tbe open .ky, in tbe odorou. air of the orcbard, 
Stript of ito golden fruit, WaH "pre3<1 the fca.t of betrothal. 
'I'll" .. , in the Hha<1,' uf the purch were the prieHt sDd the 
notary Heated; 
Tbere guu<l Benedict Kat, and Htur<ly BaRil the blackomitlL 
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v. 
Not far withdrawn from these, by tbe cider·press and tbe 
bee-bive~, 
Micbael tbe fiddler was placed, with tbe gayest of heart. 
and of waistcoats. 
Sbadow and light from the leaves alternately played on 
his snow-wbite 
Hair, as it waved in tbe wind; and the jolly face of the 
fiddler 
Glowed like a living coal when the ashes are blown from 
the embers. 
VI. 
Gayly the old man sang to tbe vibrant sound of bis fiddle, 
And anon with his wooden sboes beat time to tbe music. 
Merrily, merrily whirled tbe wheels of the dizzying 
dances 
D nder the orcbard-trees and down the path to the mead-
ows, 
Old folk and young together, and children mingled among 
tbem. 
VII. 
So passed tbe morning away. And lo! with a summons 
sonorous 
Sounded the bell from its tower, and over the meadows a 
drum beat. 
Thronged ere long was the churcb witb men. 'Vitbollt, 
in the churcb-yard, 
Waited the women. Tbey stood by the graves, and hung 
on the head-stones 
Garlands of autumn leaves and evergreens fresh from the 
forest. 
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VIII. 
'Then came the guard from the ships, and marching proudly 
among them 
Entered the sacred portal. ,"Vith loud and dissonant 
clangor 
Echoed the ,oune] of their brazen drums from ceiling and 
casemellt,-
Echoed a moment only, and slowly the ponderous portal 
Closed, and in silence the crowd awaited the will of the 
soldiers. 
Then uprose their commander, all<l "pake from the steps 
of the altar, 
Holding aloft in his hands, with its "eals, the royal COill-
milision. 
IX. 
"You arc convened this day," he said, "by his Majesty's 
oruers. 
Clement and kind has he been; but how you bave an· 
swereu hi~ killdneMS, 
I,et your own hearts reply! To my natural make and my 
temper 
Painful the task is I do, whieh to you I know must be 
gnevollH. 
Yet must I bow and obey, and deliver the will of our 
monarch; 
Namely, that all your lands, and dwellings, alll] cattle of 
all kinds 
Forfeited be to the crown; and that you yourselves from 
this province 
Be transl'ortetl to other lands. God grant you may dwell 
there 
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Ever as faithful suhjects, a happy and peaceable people! 
Prisoners now I declare you; for such is his Majesty's 
pleasure! " 
X. 
As, when the air is serene III the sultry solstice of 
summer, 
Suddenly gathers a storm, and the deadly sling of the 
hailstones 
Beats down the farmer's corn in the field and shatters hi, 
windows, 
Hiding the sun, and strewing the ground with thatch from 
the house-roofs, 
Bellowing fly the herds, and seek to hreak their inclos-
ures; 
So on the hearts of the people uescenueu the words of the 
speaker. 
XI, 
Silent a moment they stood in speechless wonder, and 
then rose 
Louder and ever louder a wail of sorrow and anger, 
And, by one impulse moved, they madly rushed to the 
doorway. 
Vain was the hope of escape; and cries and fierce impre-
cations 
Rang through the house of prayer; and high o'er thc heads 
of the others 
Rose, with his arms uplifted, the figure of Basil the black-
smith, 
As, on a stormy sea, a spar is tossed hy the billows. 
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XII. 
Flushed was his face and distorted with passioD; and 
wildly he shouted,-
"Down with the tyrantR of England! we never have 
sworn theln allegiance! 
Death to these foreign soldierA, who Heize on our bomes 
and our harvests!" 
More he fain would have said, but the merciless hand of 
a soldier 
Smote him upon the mouth, and dragge,l him <lown to 
the pavement. 
XlII. 
In the midRt of the Rtrife and tUlllult of angry contention, 
Lo! the door of the chancel opened, and Father Felician 
Entered, with serious mien, awl ascended the steps of the 
altar. 
Raising his reverend hand, with a gesture he awed into 
silence 
All that clamorouH throng; and thus he spake to his people; 
Deep were his tones and solemn; in accents measured and 
mournful 
Spake, as, after the tocsin's alarum, distinctly the clock 
strikes. 
XIV. 
"What is this that ye do, my children? what madness 
has seized you? 
Forty years of my life have I labored among you, and 
taught you, 
Not in word alone, but ill deed, to love one another! 
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Is this the fruit of my toils, of my vigils and prayers and 
privations? 
Have you 80 800n forgotten alll essolls of love and forgi ve 
ness? 
This is the house of the Prince of Peace, and would you 
profane it 
1'hus with violent deeds and hearts overflowing with 
hatred? " 
xv. 
rew were his words of rebuke; but deep III the hearts of 
his people 
Sank they, and sobs of contrition Rucceeded that l,asslOn-
ate outbreak; 
And they repeated his prayer 
give them!" 
and said, "0 Father, for-
H. 'V. LONGFELLOW. 
* THE RISING IN 177G. 
I. 
Out of the north.the wild news came, 
FarlIiismng on its wings of flame, 
Swift as the horeal light which flies 
\ At midnight through the startled skies. 
And there was tumult in the air, 
The fife's shrill note, the drum's loud heat, 
\ And through the wide land everywhere 
'-, The answering tread of hurrying feet; 
While the first oath of Freedom's gun 
*Copyright by J. B. Lippincott Co. Used by permission of tbepublishers. 
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Came on the blast from Lexington; 
And Concord, roused, no longer tame, 
Forgot her old baptismal name, 
Made bare her patriot arm of power, 
And swelled the discord of the hour. 
II. 
Within its shade of elm and oak ,. \ 
-'Tiie-cii;;-rCliOrBe;kl~y Manor stood/ 
There Sunday found the rural folk , 
And some esteemed of gentle blood . . 
In vain their feet with loitering t"e,,1 
Passed 'mid the graves where rank is naught; 
All conld not read the lesso n taught 
In that republic of the dead. 
III. 
I How sweet the hour of Sabbath talk, 
, Tile vale with peace and sunshine full 
, 
I 'Vhere all the happy people walk, 
\\ Decked in their homespnn flax ami wool ~ 
'Where youth's gay hats with blo",011l< bloom, 
And every maid with simple art, 
Wears on her breast, like her OWll heart, 
A bud whose depths are all perfume; 
'Wbile every garment's gentle stir 
Is breathing rose and lavender. 
IV. 
The pastor came; his snowy locks 
Hallowed his brow of thought and care; 
And calmly, as shepherds lead their flocks, 
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/ 
lie I.·a into the hOIlRe of prayer. 
The pa~tor rose; the J1ray(~r was Mtrong; 
The 1':-;:11111 waH warrior David's jo;Ollg; 
The text, a f(~w I"hort worth; of mi~ht,-. 
"The Lord of hosts Hllall arm the right!" 
V. 
lie "poke of wron~s too lon~ cnoureo, 
Of ,aereo rights to Le Recured; 
Then from his patriot tongue of flame 
The Rtartling word8 fOI" Fre('dulII (":tllle. 
rrhe Htirring Mtmtenees he Flpakt', 
Compelled the heart to glow or 'p,ake, 
And, rising on his theme's hl'03t1 wing, 
And grasping in hi. nerYOII' hand 
The illlagilJury battlc-l,raI1l1, 
In face of death he ,Jared to fling 
Defiance to a tyrant king. 
VI. 
Even as he "poke, hiM fra.me, renewed 
In eloquence of attituoe, 
Rose, as it seemed, a shoulder higher; 
Then swept his kindling glance of fire 
From startled pew to LreatblesR choir; 
When sueluenly his mantle wide 
His hands impatient flllng aside. 
And, lo! he met their ,,"onuering eye. 
Complete in all a warrior's guise. 
/ 
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VII. 
A Inoment there was awful pause,-
When Berkley cried, "CeaRc, traitor! cease! 
God's temple is the ho,,,o of peace!" 
The other shouted, "Nay, not so, 
When God is with 0111' rightco1l8 cause; 
His holiest places then arc 0111'8, 
Ilis temples arc OUf fOl'tR and towers, 
That frown IIpon the tyrant foe; 
In this, the dawn of Freedom's day, 
There is a time to fight and pray!" 
VIII. 
And now before the open door-
The warrior priest had ordered so--
The enlisting trumpet's suddell roar 
Rang through the chapel, o'er an(l o'er, 
Its long reverberating blow, 
So 10lld and clear, it seemed the car 
Of dusty death must wake amI hear. 
And there the startling drllm and fife 
Fired the living with fiercer life; 
While overhead, with wild increase, 
Forgetting its ancient toll of peace, 
The great hell swung as 110'01' before; 
It seemed as it would never ceaso; 
And every word its ardor flllng 
From off its jubilant iron tongue 
Was, "WAR! WAR! WAR!" 
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IX. 
"Who dares "-this was the patriot's cry, 
As striding from the desk he came,-
"Come out with me, in Freedom's name, 
For her to live, for her to die? " 
A hundred hands flung up reply, 
A hundred voices answered "I!" 
T. B. REA.D. 
THE CRATCHIT DINNER. 
1. Then up rose Mrs. Cratchit, Cratchit's wife, 
dressed out but poorly in a twice turned gown, but brave 
in ribbons, which are cheap and make a goodly show for 
sixpence; and she laid the cloth, assisted by Belinda 
Cratchit, second of her daughters, also brave in rib-
bons; while Master Peter Cratchit plunged a fork into 
the saucepan of potatoes. 
2. And now two smaller Cratchits, boy and girl, 
came tearing in, screaming that outside the bakel"s 
they had smelt the goose, and known it for their own; 
and basking in luxurious thoughts of sage and onion, 
these young Cratchits danced about the table, and ex-
alted Master Peter Cratchit to the skies, while he blew 
the fire, until the slow potatoes bubbling up, knocked 
loudly at the saucepan-lid to be let out and peeled. 
3. " What has ever got your precious father then?" 
said Mrs. Cratchit. "And your bl'other, Tiny Tim! 
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And Martha warn't as late last Christmas Day by 
half-an-hour? " 
4. "Here's Martha, mother '" said a girl, appear-
ing as she Rpoke. 
"Here's Martha, mother!" cried the two young 
Cratchite "Hurrah! There's slich a goose, Martha!" 
" 'Vhy, bless your heart alive, my dear, how late 
you are!" said Mrs. Cratchit, kissing her a dozen 
timeR, and taking off her shawl and bonnet for her with 
officious zeal. 
5. "'Ve'd a deal of work to finish up IRSt night," 
rcplied the girl "and had to clear away this morning, 
mother!" 
" 'VelI! N evcr mind so long RS you are come," said 
Mrs. Cratchit. " Hit ye down before the fire, my dear, 
and have a warm, Lonl hless ye!" 
6. "No no! There's father coming," cried the two 
young Cratchits, who were everywhere at once. 
"Hide, Martha, hide!" 
"1:)0 Martha hid herself, and in came little Bob the 
father, with at least three feet of comforter exclusive 
of tho fringe, hanging clown he foro him; alJ(\ his 
thrcadhare clothes c1arne(\ up a",1 brushed, to look 
sORSOnable; and Tiny Tim upon his shoulder. Alas 
for Tiny Tim, he bore a little crutch, and had his 
limhs supported by aD iron frame! 
7. " Why, wherc's our Martha?" cried Bob Cratchit, 
IlK,king rounll 
" Not coming," .aid Mrs CrakhiL 
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"Not coming!" said Bob with a sudden declension 
in his high spirits; for he had been Tim's blood horse 
all the way from church, and had come home rampant. 
"Not coming upon Christmas Day!" 
8. Martha didn't like to sec him disappointed, if it 
were only a joke; so she came out prematurely from 
behind the closet door, and ran into his arms, while 
the two young Cratchits hnstled 'finy Tim, and bore 
him off into the wash-house, that he might hear the 
pudding singing in the copper. 
9. "And how did little Tim behave?" asked Mrs. 
Cratchit, when she had ralli!3d Bob on his credulity, 
and Bob had hugged his daughter to his heart's con-
tent. 
10. "As good as gold," said Bob, "Ilnd better. 
Somehow he gets thoughtful, sitting by himself so 
much, and thinks the strangest things you ever heard. 
He told me, coming home, that he hoped the people saw 
him in the church, because he was a cripple, and it 
might be pleasant to them to remember upon Christmas 
Day, who made lame beggars walk, and blind men 
see. " 
11. Bob's voice was tremulous when he told them 
this and trembled more when ho said that Tiny Tim was, 
growing strong and hearty. 
His active little crutch was heard upon the flour, 
and back came Tiny Tim before another word was 
spoken, escorted by his brother and sister to his stool 
before the fire. 
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12. Such a bustle ensued that you might have 
thought a goose the rartlst of all birds; a feathered phe-
nomenon, to which a blttck swan was a matter of course 
-and in truth it was something very like it in that 
house. Mrs. Cratchit made the gravy (ready before-
hand in a little saucepan) hissing hot; Master Peter 
mashed the potatoes with incredible vigor; Miss 
Belinda sweetened up the apple-sauce; Martha dusted 
the hot plates; Bob took 'finy Tim beside him in a 
tiny corner at the table; the two young Cratchits set 
chairs for everybody, not forgetting themselves, and 
mounting guard upon their posts, crammed spoons 
into their mouths, lest they should shriek for goose 
before their turn came to be helped. 
13. At last the dishes were set on and grace was 
said. It was succeeded by a breathless pause, as Mrs. 
Cratchit, looking slowly all along the carving-knife, 
prepared to plunge it in the breast; but when she did, 
and when the long expected gush of stuffing issued 
forth, one murmur of delight arose all around thE' board, 
and even Tiuy Tim, excited by the two young Cratchits, 
beat on the table with the handle of his knife, and 
feebly cried Hurrah! 
14. There never was such a goose. Bob said he 
didn't believe there ever was such a goose cooked. Its 
tenderness and flavor, size and cheapness, were the 
themes of universal admiration. Eked out by apple-
sauce and mashed potatoes, it was a sufficient dinner for 
the whole family; indeed as Mrs. Cratchit said with 
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great delight (surveying one small atom of a bone upon 
the dish), they hadn't ate it all at last! Yet everyone 
had had enough, and the youngest Cratchits in par-
ticular, were steeped in sage and onion to the eye-
brows! But now, the plates being changed by Miss 
Belinda, Mrs. Cratchit left the room alone-too nervous 
to bear witnesses-to take the pudding up and bring 
it in. 
15. Suppose it should not be done enough! Sup-
pose it should break in turning out! Suppose somebody 
should have got over the wall of the back-yard, and 
stolen it, while they were merry with the goose-a 
supposition at which the two young Cratchits became 
livid! All sorts of horrors wel·e supposed. 
16. Hallo! A great deal of steam! The pudding was 
out of the copper. A smell like a washing day! That 
was the cloth. A smell like an eating house and a 
pastrycook's next door to each other, with a laundress's 
• next door to that! That was the pudding! In hal£ a 
minute Mrs. Cratchit entered- flushed, but smiling 
proudly-with the pudding, like a speckled cannon 
ball, so hard and firm, blazing in haI£ of haI£ a 
quartern of ignited brandy, and bedight with Christ-
mas holly stuck into the top. 
17. Oh, a wonderful pudding! Bob Cratchit said, 
and calmly too, that he regarded it as the greatest suc-
cess achieved by Mrs. Cratchit since their marriage. 
Mrs. Cratchit said that now the weight was off her mind, 
she would confess she had had her doubts about the 
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qnantity of flour. Everybody had something to sn)' 
abont it, but nobody said or thought it WAS at nil n 
small pudding for a large family. It woultl have been 
flat heresy to do so. Any Cratchit would Il!we blushed 
to hint at such .. thing. 
18. At last the dinner was all done, the cloth was 
cleared, the hearth swept, and the fire made up. Ap-
ples and oranges were put upon the table, and a 
shovelful of chestnuts on the fire. Then all the Cmt-
chit family drew round the hearth, in what Boh Crat-
chit called a circle, menning half a one, while the 
chestnuts on the fire sputtered and cracked Iloisily. 
CH.~RLE8 DICKENS. 
*THE ANGEL AND 'fHE ~HEPHERDS. 
1. A mile and a-half, it may be two miles, south-
east of Bethlehem, there is a plain separated from thn 
town by nn intervening swell of the mountain. At the 
side farthest from the town, close under a bluff, there 
was an extensive mttrtth, or sheepcot, AgeR old. In 
some long-forgotten foray , the building hnd been 1111-
roofed nnd almost demolished. The inclosure attnch,·t1 
to it remained intact, however, nnd that was of Illore 
importance to the shepherds who drove their charges 
thither than the house itself. 
2. The stone wall around the lot was high aK " 
man's head, yet not so high but that sometimes 1\ 
-From Beo-Bor. Copyright by Harpror Broil., lMO. 
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panther or a lion, hungering from the wildprneea, 
lea~1 hohIly in. On the inner .. ide of the wall, and 
1\8 an additional security Rgainst the conRtant d.LDger, 
a hed~e of the rhamnus had I","n planted, nn inven-
tion KO successful that now a Rl>IIrrow C<Hlld hflfdly 
pcnotrnte the overtepping' hrnllche~, armed 1\8 they 
were with great clusters of thornR hard 1\8 Hpikes. 
When the sun went down, th"y I"d the way to the 
,,,,1rllh, and by nightfall had eVE'rything IIIlfo in the 
field; then they kinclled a fire down hy th" grato, par· 
took of their humble supper, and sat down to rest and 
talk, leaving one on watch. 
3. There were six of these men, omitting the watch-
man; and afterwbile they I\8l!ernhled in a group neRr 
the firo, some sitting, some lying prone. As thoy wont 
bnroheaded hahitUllIly, their hllir Rtood out in thick, 
coarso, sunburnt shocks; thoir beard covered their 
throats, and fen in mats down tho hrOl\8t; mnntIes of 
the skin of kids and 111m hR, wi th the fleece on, wrnpped 
them from neck to kneo, lellving the arms exposed; 
broad belts girthed the rude gllrments to their wllists; 
their sllmll1ls were of the coarsest qUlllity; from their 
right shoulders hung scrips, containing food and 
selected stones for slings, with which they were armed; 
on the ground near each one lay his crook, a symbol of 
his calling, and a weapon of offence. 
4. Such were the shepherds of Judea! In appear-
ance, rough and savage as tho gaunt dogs sitting with 
them around tho blaze; in fact, simple minded, tender 
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hearted; effects due, in pad, to the primitive life they 
led, but chiefly to their constant care of things lovable 
and helpless. Rude and simple as they were, 
they hall a knowledge and fI wisdom of their OWIl 
and a firm belief in the one God, and that they mllst 
love Him with all thei,' souls. 
While they talked, find before the first watch wnB 
over, onE' by one the shepherds went to sleep, ench 
lying where he had sat. 
5. 'rhe night, like the most nights of the winter 
season in the hill cOllntry, was clear, crisp, flIHI spark-
ling with stars. 'rhere WflS no wind. Tho atmosphere 
seemed never so pllre, and the stillness was more than 
silence; it was a holy hllHll, a waruing that heaven was 
stooping low to whisper some goo<l thing to the lis-
tening earth. 
6. By the gnte, hugging his mantle close, the watch-
man wnlked; at times he stopped, attracted by a stil' 
among the sleeping herds, or by n jackal's cry off on 
the mountain side. The midnight was slow coming to 
him; but at last it came. His task was done; now for 
the dreamless sleep with which labor blesses its wearied 
children! He moved towards the fire, but paused; a 
light was breaking around him, soft and white, like 
the moon's. He waited breathlessly. 
7. The light deepened; things before invisible, came 
to view; he saw the whole field and all it sheltered. A 
chill sharpel' than that of the frosty air - a chill of 
fear - smote him. He looked up; the stars were gone; 
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the light was dl'Opping as from a window in the sky; 
as he looked it became a splendOl'; then in terror, he 
cried, 
"Awake, awake!" 
Up sprang the dogs, and, howling, ran away. 
The herds rushed together bewildered. 
8. 'fhe men clambered to their feet, weapons III 
hanll. 
" 'What is it?" they asked, in one voice. 
" See!" cl'ied the watchman, "the sky is on fire!" 
Suddenly the light became intolerably bl'ight, and 
they covered their eyes, and dropped upon their knees; 
then, as their souls shrank with fear, they fell upon 
their faces blind and fainting, and would have died had 
not a voice said to them: 
"Fear not! " 
And they listened. 
"Fear not: for behold I bring you good tidings of 
great joy, which shall be to all people." 
9. The voice, in sweetness and soothing more than 
human, and low and cleal', penetrated all their being, 
and filled them with assurance. They rose upon their 
knees, and, looking worshipfully, beheld in the centre of 
a great glory the appearance of a man, clad in a robe 
intensely white; above its shoulders towered the tops 
of wings, shining and folded; a star over its forehead 
glowed with steady lustre, brilliant as Hesperus; its 
hands were stretched towards them in blessing; its 
face was sel'ene and divinely beautiful. 
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10. They had often heal'd, and, in their simple way. 
talked, of angels; and they doubted not now, but said, 
In their hearts, The glory of God is about us, and 
this is he who of old came to the prophet by the river 
of Ulai. 
Directly the angel continued: 
"For unto you is bom this day, in the city of David, 
a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord! " 
11. Again there was a rest, while the words sank 
into their minds. 
" And this shall be a sign unto you," the annuuciator 
said next. "Ye shall find the babe, wrapped in swad-
dling-clothes, lying in a manger." 
12. The herald spoke not again; his good tidings 
were told; yet he stayed awhile. Suddenly the light, 
of which he seemed the centre, tumed roseate and be-
gan to tremble; then up, far as the men could see, 
there was flashing of white wings, and coming and 
going of mdiant forms, and voices as of a multitude 
chanting in unison: 
" Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, 
good-will towards men! " 
Not once the praise, but many times. 
13. Then the herald l'aised his eyes as seeking ap-
proval of one far off; his wings stirred, and spl'ead 
slowly and majestically, on their upper side white as 
snow, in the shadow vari-tinted, like mother of-pearl; 
when they were expanded many cubits beyond his 
statUl'e, he arose lightly aud, without effort, floated 
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out of view, taking the light up with him. Long after 
he was gone, down from the sky fell the refrain in 
measure mellowed by distance, "Glory to Goel in the 
highest, and on earth pence, good-will towm'ds men." 
14. 'When the shephertl~ came fully to their senses, 
they stared nt each other stupi,Uy, until one of them 
said, "It was Gabriel, the Lord's messenger unto 
men." 
None answered. 
" Christ the Lord is horn; said he not so? " 
Then anotl, cr recovered his voice and replied, "That 
is what he said. And did he not also say, in the City of 
David, which is our Bethlehem yonder. Let us go up 
and worship Him." 
LEW. WALLACE. 
CHAPTER II!. 
WILL-DIRECTNESS. 
* THE POOR AND THE RICH. 
I. 
The rich man's son inherits lands, 
And piles of brick and stonc and gold, 
And he inherits soft white hanas, 
And tender flesh that fears the cold, 
N or dares to wear a garment old; 
A heritage, it seems to me, 
One would not care to hold in fee. 
II. 
The rich man's son inberits cares; 
The bank may break, the factory burn, 
Some breatb may burst bis buhble shares. 
And soft white bands could scarcely cam 
A living that would serve his turn; 
A heritage, it Reems to me, 
One would not care to hold in fcc. 
Ill. 
Wbat does the ]1001' man's SOli inherit? 
Stout muscles auu. a Hinewy heart, 
A hardy frame, a hardier spirit; 
.B¥ arrangement with and permissiou of Houghton, Mifllin & Co. 
Sl 
n ",ycIiOLOOIC~L Dna.orMDT 0 .. axr-.-IO •. 
King of two hlUlcLo, hp doPtl hi. pu\ 
In ,"" .. ry uoeful toil .nd .rt; 
A heritage, it ..... m. to mp, 
A king might wi.h to hold in fpp. 
I'·. 
\V h.t ,I ..... thp I""'r m.n '. aon inhprit f 
/ Wi.he. u'rrjoy ... <1 .. "ith humble thinge, 
A rank aJju,I!( ..... by toil "won m ... rlt, 
Content that from "mploym ... nl .I'rin~. 
A heart th.t in hi. I.bor lingo: 
A heritage, it J'CCml to me, 
A king might .. "ilh to hold in fee. 
v. 
W h.t dOPfl lhe J"'Or lUau' ...... io hrrit ~ 
A ... ti .. n"" h·arued by beiog poor, 
Courage, if IK)rrow come, to IN.'.r it; 
A fellow f ..... ing th.l il lore 
To make tbo outcul hI ..... hi. door; 
A heritage, it ""em' to me, 
A king might wi.h to hold io fee. 
VI. 
Oh ricb 01 ... ' •• o .. ! the .... i •• toil 
Thill with .11 oth ....... level.la .. d.; 
l.arge ch.rily .Ioth never lUiI, 
But only whiten. 80ft white b.o .... -
Tbi. i. lhe '-t crol' from lhy land.; 
A heritage. it ..... m. to m .... 
Wortb heinl( rich to bold iu f .... 
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VI1. 
Oh poor man's son! scorn not thy state, 
There is worse weariness than thine, 
In merely being rich and great; 
Toil only gives the soul to shine, 
And makes rest fragrant and benign; 
A heritage, it seems to me, 
Worth being poor to hold in fee. 
VIII. 
Both, heirs to some six feet of "od, 
Are equal in the earth at last; 
Both, children of the Hame tlear God. 
Prove titlc to your llcirship vast 
By record of a well·filled past; 
A heritage, it ~eems to mc, 
Well worth a life to hold in fee. 
J AllES RUSSELL I.oW1OLL. 
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THE BOAT RACE. * 
1. There was great excitement in Utopia, for there 
was to be a boat race between Tom Bonsall and Jack 
Hall, the two crack scuJlers of the school, to decide 
once for all which was the better oarsman of the two. 
As Tom was to graduate this year, this was Jack's 
last chance to prove himself his superior. 
Great preparations were made for the contest, and 
in order that the seullers might be perfectly fresh, the 
eight-oared race was fixed for the day after. 
2. But great as was the excitement, it was nothing 
compared with what it became when, a week before 
the important event, Dr. Meredith announced his 
intention of competing for the prize himself. The 
report ran like wild-fire through the school. " Have 
you heard the news! " everyone asked his neighbor, 
"The Doetor is going in for the single scull against 
Bonsall and Hall. He hasn't rowed in a raee, you 
know, sinco Whiteside crawled upon him so_" 
3. The very fact that the Doctor had never entered 
a race since then had been tacitly accepted as proof 
that thero were no longer competitors among his pupils 
sufficiently formidable to render a victory on his part 
otherwise than easy. As to what the result of the race 
would be, few saw room to doubt. The Doctor was 
• From Robort Grant's II Jack HaU," by permission of Charlos Scribners' 
Sons, Publishors. 
• 
, 
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always in condition; the Doctor was always III prac-
tice; the Doctor was sure to win. 
The opinion of the many was shared also by his 
compcti.tors. Neither of them could hope to beat the 
Doctor, but thcy werc resolved that he should not carry 
off the prize without pulling for all he was worth. 
4. The appointed day dawned bright and still. 
The race 1][1<1 been fixed for ten o'clock. The lake was 
rcportc<l to be like a mirror, and the day unexcep-
tionahlc from an oarsman's point of view. 
Jack remaincd cl'lictly until nine in his own room, 
frolll which he cmergecl in an ovcrcoat worn ovor his 
hoating costumc, II crimson ,md hlack striped jersey, a 
crimson handkerchief and a nondescript pair of trou-
sers. The Doctor llnd Tom had already gone down to 
the boat !lol1se. 
5. Every boy who possessed a boat was out in it, 
and thc watcr was dotted with cvcry variety of craft 
from a Rob Roy canoc to the steam launch which was 
occupicd by Mrs. Mcredith, the judgos, and some of 
the principal guests. The stand, which had been erect-
ed a few rods from the boa t-house, and which was 
just opposite to the finish, was crowded with visitors, 
while thc country people for miles around were ranged 
along the shore. It was a scene calculated to quicken 
the pulse of anyone with a spark of enthusiasm. As 
for Jack, when he started to strip off his overcoat, he 
was trembling all over, and could feel his heart going 
like a trip-hammer. 
6. The course was to be two miles in all; straight 
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away for a mile to a flagged buoy, and back again to 
another flagged buoy abreast of the boat-house. 
Stoddard of the second class was to send the contes-
tants off by firing a pistol at the proper moment. 
Jack was the last of the three to get into his boat. 
"Is everything all right 1 " whispered Carlisle, who 
was bending over him holding the shell at the float. 
"Don't spurt until you have to, remember." 
" 0 K," answered our hero. 
7. Carlisle shoved the shell out. Jack paddled a 
few rods and then shot off at a comfortable pace up th~ 
lake, followed by the wistful gaze of the spectators 
eager to gauge his powers. He caught a glimpse of 
Tom Bonsall, in a white shirt with a purple star on its 
bosom, and a purple handkerchief bound stylishly 
across his forehead, resting on his oars and watching 
him. Jack had no idea of wasting his energies by 
showing off. He had time just to warm himself up a 
bit before the signal to g(,t into line, and by the time 
he reached the starting line the Doctor and Tom were 
in position. According to the lots drawn that morn-
ing, Jack was to be in the middle, with Tom inside, 
and the Doctor outside; so he paddled in between 
them. 
8. "Are you ready 1" called Stocldard. Jack felt 
almost beside himself in the short interval that preceded 
the discharge, and his throat seemed parched. 
Crack! 
The three pairs of blades flashed through the water 
at the Rme moment, and neither boat seemed to gain 
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any decided advantage as they bounded away from the 
huoy amid the cheers of everybody. 
" Hurrah for the Doctor! " 
" Hit her up, Tom ! " 
" Hurrah for you, Jack! " 
9. It took our hero some minutes to get his head 
clear enough to be able to perceive what he was doing, 
as compared with his opponents. He was conscious of 
rowing a rather quicker and more jerky stroke than 
usua\. His eyes were misty and his throat drier than 
ever. The cheers of the spectators were growing 
fainter, and he felt that it was time to settle down to 
work. He made a gulp and looked about him. On 
his right was Tom pulling like grim death, at a rate 
which seemed to lift his boat almost out of the water. 
On the other side was the Doctor in his blue and white 
jersey, rowing steadily and smoothly as clock work, 
neck and neck with him. 
10. "Softly now," said Jack to himself. "This is 
too fast company for me. If Tom can keep this racket 
up he'll get there first. My only chance is to let up a 
bit. " 
Accordingly he lessened the number of strokes to 
the minute by making each of them longer and more 
sweeping, with the immediate result that he felt in 
better shape, and that Tom had gained no further ad· 
vantage on him. But there was no let·up to Tom. 
He had the lead and was bent on keeping it. 
They were too far off now for t.he shouts to reach 
them. Not a Bound was audible to Jack but the 
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slight plashing of the oars in the water. Over his 
shouluer Tom was struggling onward, and abreast of 
him, pulling with apparently no effort whatever and 
watching alertly the movcments of his rivals, could be 
seen the dangerous Doctor. The Doctor is pulling a 
waiting race evidently, and is going to let his rivals 
blow themselves against one another before he has an 
oar in the light. I-Ie is an old hand and has seen many 
a race lost hy· too lively a pace at the start. 
11. "Steady," reflects J flck , again trying to keep 
cool as he realizes that he has a lead over his most 
dangerous enemy. "Don't hit hor up too lively." 
He appreciates the Doetor's tactics, and is not going 
to fall into the trap if he can help it, even though 
Tom, spurred on hy swift pursuit, has put on more 
steam and is holding his own bravely. They are not 
far from the flagged huoy now. Jack can see it dis-
tinctly and has in mind that he must be careful to 
avoid a foul. 
12. Tom turns lirst, and very cleverly too, close to 
the buoy so as to give no one a chance to cut in, and 
starts for home, hut the others arc at his heels and 
right after him. Half way, and Jack is still fresh 
as ever! He would like to try to press Tom, but for 
fear of the cool, deliberate Doctor barely astern. He 
remembers Carlisle's caution not to spurt until he 
has to, and only bends strongly and firmly to his 
accustomed stroke, which, however, is losing him no 
ground to say the least. 
13. Ah there! The Doctor is waking up at last, 
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and is putting in some stronger work; nothing very 
strenuous, but lively enough to warn Jack that he must 
have his head about him if he hopes to keep his lead to 
the end. One thing is certain now: Tom will have 
to row fastcr or give in; after which reflection Jack 
slightly quickcns his stroke, and without actually 
spurting bends every muscle. 
14. NolV or never! They are only half a mile from 
home, and a waiting race may be delayed too long. 
Already they arc within cur-shot of the encouraging 
shouts of the crews and scullers on either side of their 
path, who have eome out to meet them and are rowing 
back to be in at the jiuish. Now or never! Will Tom 
be able to quieken his pace 'I That is the question. 
He docs quicken it, so much so that he is rowing des-
perately fast with short lightning strokes, which come 
so rapidly that it is difficult to note the interval between 
them. 
15. "Steady now," murmurs Jack between his 
teeth. He knows from Tom's exertions that his rival 
is spurting and putting all his vitality into his pace. 
A terrible moment of sustained effort follows, at the 
end of which the leader lashes the air with a misplaced 
stroke, the water splashes, and our hero's shell surg-
ing forward comes on a level with its forerunner, bat-
tles with it for twenty yards of struggling agony on the 
part of the doomed champion, and leaps to the front at 
last, just in time to meet the sweet music of the pro-
longed triumphant din of shouts and cheers sent down 
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the breeze from afar by hundreds of voices. Jack IS 
l1head, and only 11 quarter of a mile left! 
Tom is beaten. And now for the Doctor. Where 
is he? What is he doing? No need to ask that ques-
tion, friend Jack, if you lift your eyes. Tom is beaten, 
not only by Jack but by the Doctor also, who is quick-
ening at every stroke. 
16. What a babel of cheers and exclamations bursts 
forth from the waving crowd along the bank and on the 
benches of the densely packed stand! They begin to 
know who is who now, and can tell beyond the shadow 
of 11 doubt that Jack and the Doctor are having a noble 
struggle for the lead. . 
"Jack Hall is ahead! Hall! Hall! No, he isn't! 
Hit her lip Doctor! Hurrah for Hall! Hurrah for the 
Doctor! Tom, where are you? Bonsall! Bonsall! 
H - A-L-L! Look out, Hall! The Doctor wins! No 
he doesn't! Hall wins! Hurrah! Jack where are 
you! " 
17. The Doctor has crept up, no doubt about that. 
The nose of his shell is now well beyond Jack's out-
rigger, and he is speeding like the wind. Jack is feel-
ing terribly tired, his throat that he thought parched 
at the start burns as if it were on fire, and his eyes 
seem ready to start out of his head. He has van-
quished Tom anyway. Jack turns his head, remem-
bering to keep cool if he can, and sights the goal. Not 
more tban onc hundred and fifty yards left! The 
reverberating yells and cheers l1re setting his blood 
ablaze. He can scarcely see, but he knows he has not 
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spurted yet. He is neck find neck with the Doctor 
now. There can be nothing to choose between them. 
' . , 18. "The Doctor wins!" "Not a bit of it; " "Hall 
wins!" "Keep it up, Doctor!" "Go in, Hall!" 
The time has come now, our hcro knows, to pnt in 
any spurt that is left in him. Gripping the handles of 
his oars like a vice and shutting his eyes, J aek throws 
fill his vital powers into one grand effort, which, to his 
supreme happiness, is answered by a grcat roar from 
the shore. 
" Hall! Hall! Hurrah! Nobly done, Hall! Hall 
wins! Row, Doctor, row!" 
The Doctor is rowing with all his might, you may 
be sure of that; but he has not counted on the staying 
power of his adversary. He can do no morc than he 
is doing, and this final spurt of Jack's, exhausting as it 
must have been were the race to be a quarter of a mile 
longer, will carry the day. The Doctor can hardly 
catch him now. 
19. Jack has opened his eyes aI;ld takes in the situa-
tion. The din of applause is tremendous. If he can 
hold out for half a dozen strokes more, the victory is 
his. 
One. 
" Hall! Hall! Go in, Doctor! " 
Two. 
"Three cheers for Hall! One,-hurrah !-Two, 
hurrah! " 
Three. 
" Thrce,-hurrah I H-A-L-L!" 
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though you were forbidden to advance beyond thll 
screen? And when the screen is only a little less, folded 
in two instead of foul', and you can be hidden behi n<1 
the covel' of the two boards that bind a book, and !iHten 
all day long, not to the casual talk, but to the studied, 
determined, chosen addresses of the wisest of men,-
this station of audience and honomble privy cOUlwil 
you despise ! 
5. But perhaps you will Rfly that it is because the 
living people talk of things that are passing, and are 
of imme,liate interest to you, that you desire to hear 
them. Nay, that can not be so; for the living people 
will themsel vc,s tell yon about ]Jassing matters much 
better in their writings than in their cal'eless talk. 
Bnt I admit thnt this motive does influence yon, so 
fal' as yon pl'Orer those rapiel and ephemeral writings 
to slow and enduring writings-books, properly 80-
called. For all books are divisible into two classes,-
the books of the hour, ami the books of all time. 
Mark this distinction; it is not one of quality only. It 
is not mel'ely the bad book that does not last, and the 
good one that does; it is [l distinction of species. 
'fhere are good books for the hour, and good ones 
for all time; bad books for the hour, aIHI bad ones for 
all time. I must define the two kinds before I 
go fal·ther. 
6. The good book of the hour, then,- I do not 
speak of the bad ones,-is simply the useful 01' pleas-
ant talk of some person whom you can not otherwise 
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conVArse with, printA<l for you. Very useful often, 
telliug you what you need to know; very pleasnnt 
often, ns a sensihlo friend'H present tnlk would boo 
These hright accounts of trnvels; good-humored E\llli 
witty discussiolls of questions; lively or pathctic story-
telling in the form of novel; firm fact-telling by thA 
real agents concerned in the m'cnts of passing history,-
.. II these hooks of the hour, ll1ultiplying alllollg UH aH 
education hecomes moro general, are .. peculiar I"'R' 
session of the present age. 
7. 'Ve ought to hA elltirely thaukful for tIlP. III , 
and entir"l)" RshRlIleJ of ourHolves if we make no ge .. "1 
U"" of thplIl . Hut we ll1Rke tho worst I>ossihle US" if 
wo allow th""1 to uHurp the plnco of true books; for 
strictly 81~nking tIwy nr" 1I0t books at nIl, hut IlI!'rply 
lettMH or lIewsp"I""" in good print. Our frif'''')'" 
Intter ll1ay he delightful or necessnry !<.-day-
whether worth kw]>ing or nut is to bo cOIlHid"rl"I. 
The newspnper ll1ny be entirely proper at brenkfnst 
time, but nssure,lly it is 1I0t re"t!ing fur all dny; 80, 
thou;;h bound up iu a volume, the long letter which 
gives you so pleasant an account of the inns and roads 
ami wt'ather Inst year at such a place, or which tellH 
you thnt amusing' Htory, or gives you the real l'irculII-
stnnl'e" of such and such evellts, however valuahl" folr 
occaRioual referenl'e, may not he in the real sellse of 
the word a " book" at all, nor in the real sense to he 
U re&l" 
IS. A hook iH esst'litiaIIy lIut a talke,l thillg, hut Ii 
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written thing, and written not with a view of mere 
communication, but of permanence. 
The author has something to say which he per-
ceives to be true and useful, or helpfully beautiful. So 
far ae he know-s no one has yet said it; so far as he 
knows no one else can say it. He is bound to say it 
clearly and melodiously, if he may; clearly at all events. 
9. In the sum of his life he finds this to be the 
thing or group of things manifest to him,-this the 
piece of true knowledge or sight which his share of 
sunshine and earth has permitted him to seize. He 
would fain set it down forever, engrave it on rock if he 
could, saying: "This is the best of me ; for the I·est, I 
ate and drank and slept, loved and hated like another. 
My life was as the vapor, and is not; but this I saw 
and knew,-this, if anything of mine, is worth your 
memory." That is his "writing." That is a 
"book. " 
10. Now, books of this kind have been written in 
all ages by their greatest men,-by great readers, great 
statesmen and great thinkers. These are all at your 
choice; and Life is short. You have heaI·d as much 
before; yet have you measured and mapped out this 
short life and its possibilities? Do you know, if you 
read this, you cannot read that; that what you lose 
to-day you cannot gain to-molTow? 
11. Will you go nllel gossip with your housemaiclor 
your stnble boy, when y~u mily tn]k with queens anel 
kings; or flatter yourself tlmt it is with nny worthy 
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consciousness of your own claims to respect that you 
jostle with the hungry and common crowd for entree 
here, and audiellce there, when all the while this 
eternal court is open to you, with its society, wide as 
the world, multitudinous as its days,-the chosen and 
the mighty of every place and time? 
12. Into that you may enter always; in that you 
may take fellowship and rank according to your wish; 
from that, once entered into it, you can never he an 
ontcast hnt by yonI' own fault; by your aristocracy of 
companionship there, your own illherent aristocracy 
will be assure,lly tested, aud the motives with which 
you strive to take high place in the society of the liv-
ing, measured as to all the truth and sincerity that are 
in them, hy the place you ,lesire to take iu this com-
pany of the dead. 
13." The place yon desire," and the place you fit 
yourself for, I must also say, because, observe this 
court of the past differs from all h"ing aristocracy in 
this- it is open to labor and to merit, bnt to llothillg 
Plsc. No wealth will bribe, 110 uanw ovorawe, ]]0 arti-
fice deceive, the gnal'dia]] of those EI ysiau gates. In 
the deep sense. ]]0 vile or vulgar persoll cver enters 
there. At the 1'00·tiln'es of that silellt l"auhourg St. 
Germaiu, there iR hnt one brief question: "Do you 
,leseI've to enter? Pass." 
14. "Do you ask to he Ib" coml'flllioll of no],I .. ,? 
~[Ilke yourAelC nohle. fill<l yuu sllltll he. ])" you 10111-: 
for the conversation of the wise'/ Leui'll to llIHlerstllllt1 
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it and you shall hear it. But on other terms? No. If 
you will not rise to us, we cannot stoop to you. The 
living lord may assume courtesy, the living philosophel· 
explain his thought to you with considerate pain; but 
here we neither feign nor interpret. You must I·ise 
to the level of our thoughts if you would be gladdened 
by them, and share our feelings if you would recognize 
our presence." 
15. This, then, is what you have to do, and I admit 
that it is much. You must, in a word, love these peo-
ple, if you are to be among them. No ambition is of 
any use. They scorn your ambition. You must love 
them, and show your love by a true desire to be taught 
by them, and to enter into their thoughts. To enter 
into theirs, observe, not to find your own expressed by 
them. If the person who wrote the book is not wiser 
than you, you need not read it; if he be, he will think 
differently from you in many respects. 
16. Judge it afterwards if you think yourself quali-
fied to do so, but ascertain it first. And be sure also, 
if the author is worth anything, that you will not get 
at his meaning all at once-nay, that at his whole 
meaning you will not for a long time arrive in any 
wise. Not that he does not say what he means, and in 
strong words too; but he cannot say it all, and what is 
more strange, will not, but in a hidden way and in 
parables, in order that he may be sure you want it. 
17. I cannot quite see the reason of this, nor 
analyze that cruel reticence in the breasts of wise men 
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which m"kl''' them "Iways hide their deeper thought. 
'flu,y do not giyo it yon by way of help, but of rew"nl, 
allfl will ",akp. themselyes Hnre that you desl'rYe it 
I",f .. ro thoy allow you to reach it. 
1". Whpn you come to a goo<l book, you must ""k 
youTRelf, .. Am I inclined to work lUI all Australian 
miner wmlld? Are my pickaxes and 8hO\'cls in goo<l 
ordl'r, IUIlI am I in good trim myself, my sloo\'l's well 
up to the elbow, and my breRth goo<l, alld my temperY-o 
Alld keopillg the figure a little longer, eYon "t cost of 
tiresomeneas, for it is a thoroughly uSl'ful Olle, tho 
metal you aro in search of being the author's mimi or 
mp.alling, hi8 words aro lUI tho rock which you have IA. 
crush and 8melt ill ordor IA. get at it. Alld yuur pick-
axe" "re your own ""re, wit. alld le"rnillg; YOllr 8111,,1t-
ing furnRe" is your own thuIIghtfulIWml. ])0 not hop" 
to gpt at allY go,.1 author'8 meanill!; without thoH" 
tools RlIlI th"t fir ... ; uften YOII will nce<1 Hh",,>PHt, finPHt 
dlis .. lIing and pntienlA·"t fllHiug beforl' YOll (,"" gnU ... r 
Olll' gr"i n of the metRl. 
IH. And, therefure, first of ,,11. I tell you "nrrwHtly 
and "lIthoritRtiYely (I krwlD I am right in thiH) YOIl 
mU8t g .. t into tho hahit of louking intenHely Rt wor.IH, 
and 1""lIlring yourself of their meaning. 8yllable by 
Myllal.l., - nay. I .. tter by let"'r. 
:!t). You lIIight reRd ,,11 the books in the Briti8h 
MlIlICum (if you (lOuM live long enough) and remain 
An utterly .. illi"'r,,"',"' un('(luea",,1 person; hut if yon 
re!Id ten pages of A good book. letter by letter, - that 
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is to say, with real accuracy, - you are fOl'evel'more in 
some measure an educated person. The entire differ-
ence between education and non-education (as regards 
the merely intelleCltual part of it) consists in this accu-
racy. A well-educated gentleman may not know many 
languages, may not be able to speak any but his own, 
may have read very few books. But whatever language 
he knows, he knows precisely; whatever word he 
pronounces, he pronounces rightly. 
21. A few words, well chosen and distinguished, 
will do work that a thousand cannot, when everyone 
is acting, equivocally, in the function of another. 
JOHN BUSKIN. 
TOBY VEeK'S DINNER. 
PAUT I. 
1. He was a ticket-porter, Toby Veck, and waited 
just outside the church door for jobs. 
And fI hrepzy, goose-skinned, blue-nosed, red-eyed, 
stony-toed, tooth-chattering place it was, to wait in, in 
the winter time, as Toby Veck well knew. They called 
him 'rrotty from his pace, which meant speed if it didn' t 
lllfike it. He could have walked faster perhaps; most 
likely; hut rob him of his trot, and Toby would have 
taken tn his hed and died. It bespattered him with 
mud in ,lirty wanther; it cost him fI world of trouble; 
he could have walked with infinitely greater ease; but 
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that was one reason for his clinging to it so tena-
ciously. 
2. A weak, small, spare old man, he WfiS a ve1'y 
Hercules, this 'foby, in his good intentions. He lovce! 
:, I to earn his mOlley. He delighted to believe - Tohy 
• was very poor, and couldll't well afford to part with a 
'lelight - that he was worth his snit. With II shilling 
or an eighteenpenny message or smnll pnrcel in hnn,l, 
his coumge always high, rose higher. As he trotte,l 
pn, he would call out to fast postmen ahca,l of him, to 
g et out of the way ; devoutly believillg thnt in the 
Ilatuml course of things he must inevitnbly overtnke 
alld run them down; nnd he had perfect faith - -not 
often tested - in his being able to carry anything that 
man could lift. 
3. Thus, even when he came out of his nook to 
warm himself Oil a wet day, Toby trotted. 
The very thing he was in the act of (loing ond cold 
,lay, when the Inst drowsy sound of Twelve o'clock just 
struck, was humming like a melodious monster of a 
hee, and not by any means a busy bee, all through the 
steeple! 
"Dinner-time, eh!" snid Toby, trotting up And 
down before the church. "Ah!" 
4. Toby's nose was very red, and his eyelids were 
very red, nnd he winked very much, and his , houl,lers 
were very ncar hi, enrs, nnd his legs were , ery stiff, 
and altogether h" WAS evidently" long WRy upon the 
frosty side of cool. 
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"Dinner-time, eh! " repeated Toby, using his right 
hand muffler like an infantine boxing-glove, and pun-
ishing his chest for being cold. " Ah-h-h-h! " 
He took a silent trot, after that, for a minute or two. 
5. .. There's nothing," said Toby, breaking forth 
afresh - but here he stopped short in his trot, and 
with a face of great interest and some alarm, felt his 
nose carefully all the way up. It was but a little way 
(not being much of a nose) and he had soon finished. 
6. "I thought it was gone," said Toby, trotting off 
again. "It's all right, however. I am sure I couldn't 
blame it if it was to go. It has a precious hard service 
of it in the bitter weather, and precious little to look 
forwm'd to; for I don't take snuff myself. It's a good 
deal tried, poor creetur, at the best of times; for when 
it does get hold of a pleasant whiff or so (which an't 
too often), it's generally from somebody else's dinner, 
a coming home from the baker's." 
7. The reflection reminded him of that other re-
flection, which he had left unfinished. 
"Th81'e's nothing," said Toby, "more regular in 
its coming round than dinner-time, and nothing less 
I'egular in it's coming round than dinner. Thatf the 
great difference between 'em. It's took me a long time 
to find it out. I wonder whether it would be worth 
any gentleman's while, now, to buy that obserwation 
for the Papers; or the Parliament !" 
8. 'foby was only joking, for he gI'avely shook his 
head in self-depreciation. 
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.. Why I" said Tohy. .. The Papers is full of nb · 
serwations &H it is; aud so's the Parliament. Here's 
I""t week'" I'''per, now; but it almost goes against 
tho grain with me to read a I',,\,or IInw. It frightells me 
"1m,,,,!. I don't know wh"t we poor people are com-
ing 1.<'." 
\1 ... Why, father, father!" said a plllnsant voice, 
har(1 by. 
"It ""om" B8 if we c"n't go right, or (10 right, or I", 
righk'tl," Ani.1 Tohy. .. I hndn't mnch K"h(Klling, my-
solf, whon I wnK young; nnd I cn,,'t mnke out whether 
we havtl any husineHA nn tho fBCO of the earth, or not. 
SomotimeK I thi"k Wfl must lu\Vo - a little; and some-
timos I think Wtl Dlu"t bo intruding." 
10 . .. Why, father, father !" said the ple&Hant voice 
RgalD. 
Toby heard it this time; started; stopped; and 
Ahortening his sight, which had b('en direcl<-'<l a long 
wIly nff "" seeking tIw enlightenm(lIIt in the very he"rt 
of tho "pproaching year, found himsulf face to face 
with his own child, 1\,,(1 I(Klking close into her "yes. 
11. Bright ey"" til!')' were. Ey"" th .. t w"uld bear 
a world of looking in, h"fore th"ir ""pth w,,,, r .. thomed. 
J>l\rk (,yes, th"t reflect",1 ),,\(·k th" "Y"" whidl ""arched 
th<>m; not fl""hingly, or lIt th" IIW/l"r'" will, hut with 
1\ d('ar. ('1\1111, h"n""t, J>"tiellt fn,lillllc", dllimiug kin<irAlI 
with thl\t light "'hidl H"/l""n ell\ll'.1 illt .. I ... illg'. Ey"" 
tIll\t. ,,'pr!' hel\utiful I\n,1 tmp , IIlId I","ming' with Ho!"'. 
With Hope 80 young allll frpsh; with H"I''' /14' huoyant, 
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vigorous, and bright, despite the twenty years of work 
and povel·ty on which they had looked; that they be-
came a voice to Trotty Veck, and said: "I think we 
have some business here - a little !" 
12, Trotty kissed the lips belonging to the eyes, 
and sq neezed the blooming face between his hands. 
"'''hy, Pet," said 'frotty. "'''hat's to do? I didn't 
expect yon to-day, Meg." 
"Neithel' did I expect to come, father," cried the 
girl, nodding her head and smiling as she spoke. "But 
here I am ! And not alone; not alone! " 
"'''hy, yon don't mean to say," observed TroUy, 
looking curiou~ly at a covered basket which she carried 
in her hand, "that yon--" 
13. "Smell it, father dear," said Meg. "Ollly 
smell it !" 
Trotty was going to lift np the cover at once, in a 
great hurry, when she gnyly interposed her hand. 
"No, 1l0, no," snid Meg, with the glee of a child. 
"Lengthen it out a littl e. Let me just lift up the 
corner; just the lit-tIe ti -ny cor-llcr, you know," said 
Meg, suiting the action to the word with the utmost 
gentleness, and speaking very softly, ItS if she were 
afraid of being overheard by something inside the 
basket; "there. Now. '''hat's that ?" 
14. Toby took the shortest possible sniff at the edge 
of the basket, and cried out in a rapture: 
"Why, it's hot!" 
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"It's burning hot!" cried Meg. "Ha, ha, ha ! 
It's scalding hot!" 
"Ha, ha, ha I" l'oared Toby, with a sort of kick. 
"It's scalding hot." 
15. "But what is it, father?" said Meg. "Come. 
You haven't guessed what it is. And you must guess 
what it is. I can't think of taking it out, till you guess 
what it is. Don't be in such a hurry! 'rVait a minute! 
A little bit more of the cover. Now guess !" 
Meg was in a perfect fright lest he should guess 
right too soon; shrinking away, as she held the basket 
towards him; curling up her pretty shoulders; stopping 
her ear with hel' hand, as if by so doing she could 
keep the right word out of Toby's lips; and laughing 
softly the whole time. 
IIi. Meanwhile Toby, putting a hand on each knee, 
bent down his nose to the basket, and took a long in-
spiration at the lid; the grin upon his withered face 
expanding in the process, as if he were inhaling laugh-
ing gas. 
" Ah! It's very nice," said Toby. "It an't -
I suppose it an't Polonies ?" 
"No, no, no!" cried Meg, delighted. " Nothing 
like Polonies I" 
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!'AIt'!' II. 
, ' 
1. "No,'; Mlli,1 Tohy, II(tor IIIIOU"", All itT, ' "H'M-
\ . 
it,'H IlInlloW(~r (,Imll .PO!OlJitlH. It'A VOI'Y )lien. It illl-
)11'4 )VClH ov(\ry JnOJnCluL. II.'H too (Ioe!tloa for 'fruttnI'H. 
AII'l.il.?" 
( Mog' WIlH ill nil onHtuAY. lIn conI,1 not IlllVO gono , 
~·i,l",· of 1.1", IIIl1rk thllJl '1'l'OttOI'A .- O)(copt 1'o101li06. " 
"J~ivor )I" " HILia Tohy, eOTIlIIJuuing with hilllBotr.) 
"No. 'fllOrn'H" mihlrHlHs nhoul. it thnt dou't nOF\wor to 
Ii vnr, l'ntLitooH? No. It IIII't fllillt oJlou~h for pot-
tit<ltIH. It WlllltH tI.., Htl' ill~iJloHH of Cocks' hntlllH. AIIlI 
L 1000W it Im't HIIIIBIIg0H. I'll tull you wllllt it iH. It'6 
chitL(lrlill~H 1" 
:l. "No, it 'm't I'" cl'itl<lllfog, ill II hUfst of (loli~ht. 
U No, it nn't '" 
.. Why, wllIlt 11m [ II - thillkin~ of !"( Hlli,l '1'ohy, HIUI-
tlnllly roeovoring lL pOHiLioll nK lltmr' tho l'0rptllHliclllnl' 
IIH it IVIIH 1""'Hihlo [0/' hilll to IIHHIIIIll1.; "I 61,,111 fo,.~ot 
Illy own IIILJIlO IHn:t. lL'H tripn !" 
, 'rripo it waH; Hlltl l\tog-, ill hi~1r joy, prot'( ~HtOtl 110 
"holllt! HIlY, ill hlllf II millute 111(11'0, it IVIIA tho hOHt tripo 
('\,(11' Ht.OWOtl. ' 
B. u AIHl HCl,'~ · HlLi(l 1\fng-. ImHyillg" htH'HI,H (\XII!f,illg-ly 
with 1.1", "uHkot;· " 1"11 Illy tho dnth lit nIlC", r"thor; Inr 
, 
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I have brought the tripe in a basin, and tied the basin 
up in a pocket-handkerchief; and if I like to be proud 
for once, and spread that for a cloth, and call it a cloth, 
there's no law to prevent me; is there, father 7" 
4. "Not that I know of, my dear," 'said Toby, "But 
they're always a-bringing up some new law or other." 
" And according to what I was reading you in the 
paper the other day, father; what the Judge said, you 
know; we poor people are supposed to know them aIL 
Ha, ha I What a mistake I My goodness me, how 
clever they think us !" 
5. "Yes, mydear,"(cried Trotty;,: "and they'd be 
very fond of anyone of us that did know 'em all. He'd 
grow fat upon the work he'd get, that man, and be 
popular with the gentlefolks in his neighborhood. Very 
much so!" 
"He'd eat his dinner with an appetite, whoever he 
was, if it smelt like this," ~aid Meg, cheerfully. ) " Make 
haste, for there's a hot potato besides. Where will you 
dine, father 7 On the Post, or on the Steps? Dear, 
dear, how grand we are. Two places to choose from !" 
6. "The steps to-day, my Pet," said Trotty. "Steps 
in dry weather. Post in wet. There's a greater con-
velliency in the steps at all times, because of the sitting 
down; but they're rhenmatic in the damp." 
" Then here,,,r said Meg, clapping her hands, after 
a moment's bustle) "here it is, all ready I And beauti· 
ful it looks! Come, father. Come I" 
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7. i,As he was stooping to sit down, the Chimes 
rang> 
"'Amen I" ~aid Trotty, pulling off his hat and look-
ing up towards themJ 
.. Amen to the Bells, father ?\cried Meg.) 
. ., They broke in like a grace, my dear,'tsaid Trotty) 
~; . taking his seaj. "They'd say a good one, t · am sure, if 
'they could. Many's the kinlthing they say to me. " 
" The bells do, father?" aughed Meg, as she set 
the basin, and a knife and for - before him.) "Well!" 
8 ... Seem to, my Pet,'\ said 'fro tty. £Jling to with 
grellt vigor. "And whem's th" difference? If I 
hear 'em, w(lat does it matter, wheJllCr they speak it or 
Hot? Why bless you, my dear,', saiel Toby, pointing 
at the towel' with his fork, and becoming more animated 
under the influence of dinner,) "how often have I heard 
them bells say, 'Toby Veck( Toby Veck, keep a good 
heart, Toby! Toby Veck, Toby Veck, keep a good 
heart, Toby!' A million times? More!" 
D. "'Veil, I never!" cried Meg. 
i She had though -over and over again. For it was 
Toby's constant topic. . . '. \ 
"'Vhen things is very bad, " said Trotty; .. very bad 
indeed, I mean; almost at the worst; then it's' Toby 
Veck, Toby Veck, job coming soon, Toby! Toby Veck, 
roby Veck, job coming soon, Tohy !' That way." 
"And it comes-at last, father," ( said Meg, with a 
touch of sadness in hm' pleasant voice. \ 
,I , 
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'Always," ~nswered the unconscious Toby. ' " Never 
fails." "'. .-
10. While this discourse was holding, Trotty made 
no pause in his attack upon the savory meat before him, 
but cut and ate, and cut and drank, and cut and chewed, 
and dodged about, f1·om tripe to hot potato, and from 
hot potato back again to tripe, with an unctuous and 
unflagging relish. Bnt happening now to look all 
l·ound the street-in case anybody should be beckoning 
from allY door or window, for a porter-his eyes, in 
coming back again, encountered Meg, sitting opposite 
to him, with her arms folded, and only busy in watch-
ing his progress with a smile of ha,Ppiness. 
11. "Why, Lord forpive me ! ' \ said Trotty, drop-
ping hi8 knife and fork; "My dove! Meg! why didn't 
, 
you tell me what a beast I was?" 
" F ather? " 
"Sitting here,"said Trotty in penitent explanation, 
" cramming, R.nd stuffing and gorging myself; and you 
before me there, never so much as breaking your prec-
ious fast, nor wanting to when-( 
"But I have broken it, father,~nterposed his daugh-
ter laughing, "all to. bits. I have had my dinner." 
12. "N6nsense," srtid Trotty. "Two dinners in 
one day! It an't possible! You might as well tell 
me that two New Year's Days wiII come together, or 
that I have had a gold head all my life, and never 
changed it." 
"I have had my dinner, father, for all that," said 
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Meg, coming nearer to him. "And if you'll go on 
with yonrs, I'll tell you how and where; and how 
yonr dinner came to be brought; and-and something 
else besides." 
13. Toby still appeared incredulous; but she looked 
into his face with her clear eyes, and laying her hand 
upon his shoulder, motioned him to go on while the 
meat was hot. So Trotty took up his knife and fork 
again, and went to work. But much more slowly than 
before, and shaking his head, as if he were not at all 
pleased with himself. 
CHARLES DICKENS 
MERCHAN'l' OF VENICE. 
ACT Ill. SCENE 1. 
Ente'r SAI.ANIO and SAJ.ARINO. 
SaZanio. Now, what news on the Rialto? 
SaZar-ino. \VhY,)"<'t it lives tbere unchecked that 
AJitonio hath a ship of rich ladiug wracked on the nalTOW 
.cas; the Goodwin", I think they call the place: a YCfY 
dangerous H.at and fatal, where the carcasscs of many a 
tall ship lie buried, as they say, if Illy gossip Report he an 
honcst woman of her word. 
&tlanio. I would she were as lying a gOBsip in that 
as ever knapped ginger, or rnadc her ncighLoTs believe she 
wept for tho death of a third husband. Bllt it is true, 
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without any Blip. of prolixity or cro"Ring the plain high· 
way of talk, that the good Antonio, the honest Antonio, 
- 0 that I lIi.d a title good enough to keep hi. nallle 
cOlllpany! --
Salarino. Come, the full stop. 
EaZanio. IIa! what Bayest thou?- '''hy, the end is, 
he hath lo.t a ship. 
S"Z"rino. 1 would it might prove the end of his 
10R"esl 
S"Zaniu. Let me Ray amen hetimes, le8t the devil cros. 
my prayer; for here he comes in the likenes,,':1 of ~ Jew.-
Enter SUYLOCK. 
IIow now, Rhylock? what news among the merchant.? 
ShyZock. You knew, none 80 well, none 80 well a. you, 
of my daughter's !light. 
Salarino. That's certain; I, for my part, knew the 
tailor that lIIade the wings she ftew withaL 
S"Zanio. And Shylock, for his own part, knew the 
l>ir<1 was !Iedged; and then it is the complexion of them 
all to leave the dam. 
Shylock. 111 y own ftesh and blood to rehel! 
SalaTino. There i~ more difference between thy fle!olh 
and herM than llt.,tween jet alltl ivory; more 1wtweclI YOUT 
!.Ioods than tl\t'rc is hetween red wine awl Hhcni.b. But 
tell us, do you hear whether Antonio have any 10"" at "ea 
or 110 't 
Shylock. There I have another had match: a bank· 
rupt. a prodigal, who tIare ReaTec show hi~ head on tlH~ 
H.ialto; a 1H.·g'gar, that W:\~ lI!'4ed to come RO smug upon tilt" 
lIlart; I"t him look to his bund: he was wont to call 
me URun'r; let him look to hi. hond: he was wont to Icud 
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money for a Christian courtesy; let him look to hi. 
hondo 
Sala,.ino. 'Yhy, I am 811re, if he forfeit, tholl wilt not 
take his tlcsh; what's that good for? 
Shylock. To bait fish withal; if it will feed nothin).: 
else, it will feed Illy revenge. He hath disgraced Ill", 
and hindered me half a million; laughed at my losscs, 
mocked at my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted my 
bargains, cooled my friends, heated mine enemies; and 
what's his reaHon? I am a Jew. Hath not a .Jew eyes? 
bath not a Jew hands, organs, dimen~ion~, HenHeR, affec· 
tions, passion~? fed with the same food, hurt with the 
sume weapons, subject to the sallie diseases, healed by the 
flame means, warmed and cooled by the same 
willter and Rummer, ~A a Chri~tian is? If YOII 
prick us, do we not hleed? If you tickle uo, .I .. 
we not laugh? if you poison us, do we not die? 
and if you wrong us, shall we not revenge? If WI' 
are like you in th e rest, we will resemble you in that. If 
a Jew wrong a Christiall, what iH his humility'! Hcvcngc. 
If a Christian wrong a .Jew, what should hi. sufferance I"" 
by Christian example? 'Yhy, revenge. The villainy you 
teach me, I will exceute; and it shall go hard hut I will 
hetter the instrllction. 
Enter A SERV""T. 
Servant. Gentlemen, my m:lRtcr Antonio IS at his 
hOllse, and desires to speak with yo u hoth. 
Srtiarino. 'Ye have heen up and down to oeek him. 
Enler TUBA I.. 
Salonio. lI ere COllies another of the trihe; a thir,l 
cannot he matched, uules" the devil himself turn Jew. 
&eun' SALANtO, SAI.ARtSO ANIl SKRVAST. 
Shywck. 1I0w now, Tubal? what new. from Oenoa? 
hut thou found my daughter? 
Tubal. I often came wbere I did hear of her, bu\ 
cannot Ii nd her. 
Shylock. Wby, tbere, tbere, there, tbere! a diamon,1 
gone, coot me two thouRand dueate in Frankfort! The 
eu,,", never fell upon our nation till now; I never felt it 
till now; two thou Rand dueate in tbat; and other precious, 
precioua jewelL I would my daughter were dead at my 
foot, and the jeweJo in bel' ear! Would .he were hearllCd 
at my foot, and the dueate in her coffin! No news of 
them?-Why, 80; and I know not how mnch i. "pent in 
the _reh: why, thou 10 •• upon lo •• ! the tbief gone with 
110 mueh, and so mueb to find the thief; and no ... ti.fac· 
tion, no revenge: nor no ill luck .tirring but wh"t light. 
0' my shoulders; no aighs but 0' my breatbing; no 1<.',,", 
bnt 0' my sbedding. 
Tt,bal. Y CII, other men have ill luck too. Ant()nio, 
.. I heanl in Oenoa,-
Shylock. What, wbat, wbat? illlnt·k, ill Int'k? 
Tttbal. lIath an '''go.y cast away, coming from 
Tripoli •. 
Shylock. I thank Ood! I thank God! I. it true? i. 
it trllt"! 
Tubal. I "I>oke "'ith oom .. of the ..ail"," that l'8Caped 
the ,,·rack. 
8/oylock. I thank thee, goOtI Tubal!-OOOtI n,'W", good 
newo! ba, ha!-When-? In Genoa? 
1\d>al. Your dau!:b"'r "pcnt in Oenoa, u I heard, in 
one hi!!ht fourscore dueate. 
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Shylock. Thou stick'st a dagger in me. I shall never 
Rce my gold agaill. Fourscore Jucats at a siLting! four-
score ducats! 
Tubal. There came uivers of Antonio's creditors in 
my company to Venice, that swear he cannot choose Lut 
IJl"cak. 
,~hylock. I am very glad of it, I'll plague him; I'll 
torture him. I am glau of it. 
Tubal. One of them showeu me a ring that he had of 
your daughter for a monkey. 
Sh.ylock. Out upon her! Thou torturest me, Tuhal: 
it was my tllrqllois; I had it of Leah whcn I was a 
Lachelor: I woulu not have givcn it for a wiluemes8 of 
monkeys. 
Tubal. But Antonio is certainly undone. 
Shylock. Nay, that's true, tllat's very true. Go, 
Tubal, fcc me an oHicer; Lespcak him a fortnight before. 
I will h::.vc the heart of him, if he forfeit; fo,·, wcre he 
out of Venice, T can make what merchandise I will. Go, 
go, 'Tubal , alia lncct me at 0111', 
Tuktl; at OUI' s)' lln.goglle, 'ruLal. 
synagogue: go, good 
[ E':ce'ltllt.] 
S Lf A K J<~ :~;PEA lUo~. 
A CONNECTICU'£ CHURCH ore THE OLDEN 
'rIME. 
1. The eouutry church is a square olel building 
of wood without paint or (lccoration, anel of that genu-
infl Puritanic stamp whid, is 110W fast giving way to 
Greek pmticos mill to eockn0Y towers. It stands up-
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on n hill, with n little clmrchyard in its renr, where 
one or two sickly-looking trees keep watch nnd ward 
over the vngnmt sheep that gmze among the gmves. 
Bramble-bushes seem to thrive on the bodies below, 
and there is no flower in the graveym'd, save a few 
golden-rods, which flaunt their gaudy inodorous color 
under the lee of the northern wall. 
2. New England country-livers have as yet been 
very little inoculated with the sentiment of beauty; 
even the door step to the church is a wide flat stone, 
thnt shows not a single stroke of the hammer. With-
in, the simplicity is even more severe. Brown 
galleries run around three sides of the old building, 
supported by timbers, on which you still trace, under 
the stains from the leaky roof, the deep scoring of the 
woodman's axe. 
3. Below, the unpainted pews are ranged in squnre 
forms, nnd by age have gained the color of those 
fragmentary wrecks of cigar boxes which you see up-
on the top shelves in the bar-rooms of country 
tnverns. The minister's desk is lofty, and has once 
becn honored with n coating of paint i-as well as the 
huge sounding-board, which to your great amazement 
protrudes from the wall at a very dangerous augle of 
inclination over the speaker's head. As the Squire's 
pew is in the plnce of honor to tho right of the pul-
pit, you have a little tremor yourself at sight of the 
heavy sounding-hoanl, and cannot forbear indulging in 
a quiet feeling of relief when the last prayer is said. 
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4. There nre in the Squiro's pow long, fnded orim-
son cushions, which, it seems to you, must dnte back 
nenrly to the commencement of the Christian era in 
this country. There are also sundry old thumb-worn 
copies of Dr. Dwight's Version of tho Psnlms of David, 
-" appointed to bo sung in churches by nuthority of 
the Geneml Association of the Stnto of Connecticut." 
The sides of Doctor Dwight's Version are, you observe, 
sadly warped nnd weather stained; and from some 
strny figures, which appear upon a fly lenf, you aro 
constrained to think, that tht' Squire has sometimes 
omploye<l n quiet intervnl of the servico with reckon-
ing up the contents of the old stocking leg nt home. 
5. The pnrson is a stout mnn, remarknble in your 
opinion chiefly for a yellowiHh-hrown wig, a stroug 
nnsnl ton~, nnll occnsionnl violent thumps upon the 
little, dingy, red velvet cushion, studded with brnas 
tacks, nt the top of the <lesk. You do not altogether 
ndmire his stylo; nn<l hy the time ho hns entered upon 
his" Fourthly," you give your nttention in dospnir to 
n new realling (it must he the twentieth) of the pref-
nce of Dr. Dwight's Version of the Psnlms . 
. 6. The singing II/\s n charm for you. There is 6 
long, thin-faced, flax-haired man, who carries 6 tuning 
. fork in his waist-coat pocket, and who lends the choir. 
His position is in the very front rank of gallery benches 
facing the dosk; and by the time the old clergyman 
.Ins rend two verses of the psalm, the country chorister 
turns around to his Ii tUe group of aids-consisting of 
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the blacksmith, a carroty-headed schoolmaster, two 
women in snuff-colored silks, Ilnd a girl in pink bon-
net-to announce the tUlle. 
7. 'fhis being done in an authoritative manner, he 
lifts his long music book-clears his tln·oat by a power-
ful ahem, followed by a powerful use of a bandana 
pocket handkerchief,-draws out his tuning fork, and 
waits for the parson to close his rerrcling. He now 
reviewB ouce more his compally,-thl'oWB a reproving 
g lance at the young woman in the pink hat, who at the 
moment is biting off a stout bunch of fennel, - lifts his 
music book,- thumps upon the rail with his fork,-
listens keenly,- gives " slight "hom,-falls iuto the 
cadence,-swells into n strong crescendo,-·catches 
at the first word of the line as if IIC were afmid it 
might get away,- tums to his c01l1pany,-lifts his 
music book with spirit, gives it a powerful slap with 
the disengaged hand, and with a majestic toss of the 
head soars away, with half the women below stmg-
gling on in his wake, into some such brave old mel-
ody as--Litchfield. 
8. Being a visitor, and in the Squil·e's pew, you m·e 
naturally an object of considerable attention to the 
girls about your age, as well as to a great many fat old 
ladies in iron spectacles, who mortify you excessively 
by patting you under the chin after church; and insist 
upon mistaking you for Frank; and force upon you 
very dry cookies spiced with caraway seeds. 
D. The farmers you have a high respect for,-
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particularly for one ruddy.faced old gentleman in a 
brown surtout, who brings his whip into church with 
him, who sings in a very strong voice, and who drives 
a span of colts. You think, however, that he has got 
rather a stout wife; and from the way he humors her 
in stopping to talk with two or three other fat women, 
before setting of!' for home (though he seems a little 
fidgety,) you naively think that he has a high regard 
for her opinion. 
10. Another townsman who attracts your notice 
is a stout old deacon who, before entering, 
always steps arouud the corner of the church, and puts 
his hat upon the ground, to adjust his wig in a quiet 
way. He then marches up the broad aisle in a stately 
manner, and plants his hat and a big pair of buckskin 
mittens on the little table under the desk. When ho 
is fairly seated in his corner of the pew, with his elhow 
upon the top rail, -- almost tho ouly mau who can 
comfortably reach it, -you oh"orve he spreads his 
brawny fingers over his scalp in an exceedingly cau-
tious manner; and you innocently think again that it is 
very hypocritical in a deacon to be pretending to lean 
upon his hand when he is only keeping his wig 
straight. 
11. After the morning service they have an "hour's 
intermission," as the preacher calls it; during which 
the old men .gather on the sunny side of the building, 
and after shaking hands all around, and asking aftel' 
the" folks" at home, they enjoy a quiet talk ahout tho 
crops. One man, for instance, with a twist in his nose, 
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would say, "It's rRether 1\ growill' HOI\SOIl;" I\lId an-
other would reply, "Tolernllle, hut potatoes is foolin' 
the wet badly." The stout deacoll approves this opin-
ion, and confirms it by Llowing his nose vary power-
fully. 
12. Two or threo of the mora worldly-minded OllaR 
will pm'lmps stroll over to a lI eighbour 's barn-y'ml, 
I\ull taka a look at his young stock, alld talk of prices, 
nnd whittle a liUll!; all,l very lik" ly some two (If them 
will mllko Il COllllitiolllll "8W0I''' of "three liknly 
ye'rlings," Cor n pair or" two ypur olds. " 
13. Tile ),oHngKlcn; HfO (011(1 of ~~Uillg out illto 
tho grnw\yllnl, Hwl comparillg jnek-kllivps, (I)" talkill~ 
nbollt tho HchoohnlLHtcr, or tho mfHmgeric, or, it may 
he, of somo 1"'oHpective" tfllYcl " ill t.lHl fILII, .. _- either 
to town or IKlThaps to the "H""Hhme." 
l ·t Arternoon service ImllgR hcavily; a,"1 tho tlLlI 
chorister is hy 110 menns 80 blithe, or so mnj"stie in tho 
toss of his hea,l, nH in tho mornillg. A boy ill tho 
next box tries to provoko JOu illw fllIllilinrity Ily ,lrop-
ping pellets of gillgerhrend through tho hnrR of th" pew; 
but as you aro 1I0t accustomc,l to thnt wily of IIl11killg 
acquRintallce, JOu declill!' all hi" ow·rtnr"H. 
15. After the service is finish",I, the WllgolIR that 
have b('on disposed on "ithN Hi,)" "f the rOlul, Ilre 
,lrawn up b"foro tho ,loor. Th .. ,,1,1 "'Iuil'n "'''Rlltimo 
is suro to hayn a little "hilt with tho pal's,," buf"rf' ho 
leRvcs; in tho course of wbid, the parKolI tak"H O"CR-
sion to sny thllt lois \Vir" is a litlln Ilili"c:.-" 11 "liJ,:ht 
touoh," he think!;, "oC the r1,t'uIIIstiz." One of tho 
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children, too, has been troubled with some complaint 
for a day or two; but he thinks that 0. dose of catnip 
under Providence, will effect a cure. 
16. The younger and unmal'l'ied men, with red 
wagons flaming upon bright yellow wheels, make 
great efforts to drive off in the van; and they 
spin frightfully near some of the fat, sour-faced 
women, who remark in a quiet, but not very 
Christian tone, that they "fear the elder's ser-
mon has n't done the young bucks much good." It is 
m llch to be feared that it has not. 
17. In ten minutes the church is thoroughly 
deserted; the neighbor who keeps the key has locked 
up for another week the creaking door; and nothing of 
the service remains within, except- Dr. Dwight's Ver-
sion, the long music books,-crumbs of gingerbread 
and ro£use stalks of despoiled fennol. 
18. Let not anyone suppose, I would cast obloquy 
01' a snePr upon its simplicity 01' upon its lack of 
rellnement. Goodness and strength in this world 
are quite as apt to weal' rough coats as fine ones. And 
the words of thorough and self-sacrificing kindness 
0.1'0 far morc often dressed in the uncouth sounds of 
retired life than in the polished utterances of the 
town. HOftVen has not made warm hearts and hon-
est hearts distinguishable by the quality of the cov-
ering. True diamonds need no work of the artificer 
to reflect or multiply their rays. Goodness is more 
within than without; and purity is of nearer kin to 
the soul than to the body. DONALD G. MITOHELL. 
TlI.E TEMrERANCE SHIP. 
TIlE TEMPERANCE SHIP. 
I. 
Take courage, temperance workers. 
You shall not suffer wreck, 
While up to God the people's prayers 
Are rising from your deck. 
Wait cheerily, temperance workers, 
For daylight and for land; 
The breath of God is in your sail, 
Y onr rudder in His hand. 
II. 
Sail on! Rail on! deep freighted 
With bleRsingR and with llopcs ; 
The good of old with shadowy hands, 
Arc pulling at your ropes. 
Behind you, holy martyrs 
Uplift the palm and crown; 
Before you, unborn ages send 
Their benedictions down. 
III. 
Courage ! Your work is holy; 
God's errands never fail. 
Sweep on through storm and darkness 
The thunder and the hail! 
Work on ! sail on ! the morning come .. , 
The port you yet shall win; 
And all the bells of God shall ring 
The ship of temperance in. 
JOliN G. WHITTIER. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PHYSIQIJE- ANIM ATION. 
THE CHASE. 
1. The supper was rendy IlIi,l, till' chni I"H wem 
,ll"llwll roulHl the table, IIml everylllillg hetokell"'\ til" 
npproach of the mOHt cOllvivi,,1 peri"'l ill the wl",l" 
four-alld·twellty hours. 
"Where' s Rachael?" saiolllr. 'Vanlle. 
"Ay, allo Jingle?" a,ldeolllr. Pickwick. 
"Dellr me," said the host, "I wOlHlel" I havPII't 
miHHeJ him before. Why, I ,lon't thillk 1\·" h"" ... 1 l,iH 
voice for two hours at least. Emily, Illy d'",r, nllg 
the bell." 
The bell was rung, and the fat hoy appenred. 
2. "Where's Miss Bachael?" Hc co"lo,,'t Hay. 
" 'V here's Mr. Jingle then?" He di,ln't know. 
Everybody looked surprised. It was late - )'IIHt 
eleven o'clock. IIIr. Tupman lnugh",l ill hiH Hleev". 
They were loit~ring somewhere, tnlkillg abo"t hi1ll. 
Ha, ha! capital notion that - funny. 
3. "Never min,l," sahl 'Vardlc, nfter a short 
pause, " they'll turn up prescntly, I ,lure say. I never 
wait 8upper for anybody." 
"Excellent rule that," snid Mr. Pickwick, "udmir-
"ble. " 
1:.'3 
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" Pray, sit down," said the host. 
" Certainly," said Mr. Pickwick: and down they sat. 
4. There was a gigantic round of cold beof on the 
table, and Mr. Pickwick WIl8 supplied with a I,lentilul 
portion of it. He had raised his fork to his lips, and 
was on the very point of opening his mouth fOl' the 
reception of a piece of beef, when tho hUIll of many 
voices suddenly arose in the kitchen. He paused, and 
laid down his fork. Mr. Wardle paused too, al1(i in-
sensibly released his hold of the carving-knifo, which 
remained inserted in tho beef. Ho looked at Mr. 
Pickwick. Mr. Pickwick looked at him. 
U. Heavy footsteps were heard in the pllsHn!;,,,; th" 
parlor door was suddenly burst open, IUHi th" JUlLn 
who had cleaned Mr. Pickwick's boots on his first nr-
rival, rushed into the !'Oom, followed hy tho fILL boy, 
ILllli nil the domestics . 
.. What's the meaning of this?" excllLimod the host. 
"The kitchen chimney ain't ufire, is it Bnllnn Y' 
inquired the old Inay. 
G. "Lor grandma! No," screamed hoth tho young 
ladies. 
" What's the matter?" !'Oared tho mllster of tho 
house. 
The man gasped for breath, ami fllintly ejllcullLted-
"They ha' gone Mas'r 1-gone right c1elln off, 
sir!" (At this juncture Mr. Tupman was observe,1 to 
Illy down his knife Ilnd fork, Ilncl to turn very pillo.) 
7 ... Who's gone?" said Mr. \Vardle, fiercely. 
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"Mas'r Jingle and Miss Rachael, in a po' -chay, 
from Blue Lion, Muggleton. I was there; but I 
couldn't stop 'em; so I run off to tell'ee." 
"I paid his expenses!" said Mr. Tupman, jumping 
up frantically. " He's got ten pounds of mine! - stop 
him!-he's swindled me!-I won't bear itl-I'll 
have justice, Pickwick! - I won't stand it!" and with 
sundry incoherent exclamations of the like nature, the 
unhappy gentleman spun round and round the apart-
ment in a transport of frenzy. 
8. "Lord preserve us!" ejaculated Mr. Pickwick, 
eyeing the extraordinary gestures of his friend with 
tenified surprise. "He's gone mad! What shall 
we do?" 
"Do!" said the stout old host, who regarded only 
the last words of the sentence. " Put the horse in the 
gig! I'll get a chaise at the Lion, and follow 'em in-
stantly." 
9. "Don't let him go alone!" screamed the fe-
males. 
" I'll go with him," said Mr. Pickwick. 
"You're a good fellow, Pickwick," said the host, 
grasping his hand. "Emma, give Mr. Pickwick a 
shawl to tie around his neck - make haste. Look 
after your grandmother, girls; she has fainted away. 
Now then, are you ready?" 
10. Mr. Pickwick's mouth and chin having been 
hastily enveloped in a large shawl; his hat having been 
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put on his head, and his great coat thrown over his 
arm, he replied in the affirmative. 
'fhey jumped into the gig. "Give her her hea(l , 
Tom," cried the host; and away they went, down 
the narrow lanes; jolting iu and out of the cart-ruts, 
and bumping up against the hedges on either side, as 
if they would go to pieces every moment. 
11. "How much are they ahead?" shouted Wardle, 
as they drove up to the door of the Blue Lion, round 
which a little crowd had collected, late as it was. 
"Not above three-quarters of an hour," was every-
body's reply. 
"Chaise-and-four directly! - out. with 'em! Put up 
the gig afterward." 
12. "Now, boys!" cried the landlord -" chaise-
and-four out -- make haste-look alive there!" 
Away ran the hostlers and the boys. The lanterns 
glimmered, as the men ran to and fro; the horses' 
hoofs cluttered on the uneven paving of the yard; the 
chaise rumbled as it was drawn out of the coach-house; 
aud all was noise and bustle. 
" Now then! - is that chaise coming out to· night ?" 
cried Wardle. 
"Coming down the yard now, sir," replied the 
hostler. 
13. Out came the chaise - in went the horses-
on sprung the boys - in got the travelers. 
"Miml -- tho seven-mile stage in less than half an 
hour!" shouted Wardle. 
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" Off with you!" 
The boys applied whip and spur, the waiter. 
shouted, the hostlers cheered, and away they went, 
fast and furiously. 
14. "Pretty situation," thought Mr. Pickwick, when 
he had had a moment's time for ,·eHection. " Pretty 
situation for the General Chairman of the Pickwick 
Club. Damp chaise - strange hOl"ses -- fifteen miles 
an hour - and twelve o'clock at night!" 
15. For the fi,·st three or four miles, not a word 
was spoken by eithel· of the gentlemen, each being too 
much immersed in his own reHections to address any 
observations to his companion. When they had gone 
over that much ground, however, and the horses getting 
thoroughly warmed began to do their work in really 
good style, Mr. Pickwick became too much exhilarated 
with the rapidity of the motion, to remain nny longer 
perfectly mute. 
16. "We're sure to catch them, I think," said he. 
" Hope so," replied his com panion. 
"Fine night," said Mr. Pickwick, looking up at the 
m.oon, which was shining bl·ightly. 
"So much the worse," retUl·ned Wardle; ." for 
they'll have had all the advantage of the moonlight to 
get the start of us, and we shall lose it! It will have 
gone down in another hour." 
17. "It will be rather unpleasant going at this rate 
in the dark, won't it?" inquired Mr. Pickwick. 
"I dare say it will," replied his friend dryly. 
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Mr. Pickwick's tempornry oxcitomont begl\n to Robor 
down n littlo, ns ho reflected upon tho inconveniellel'8 
and dl\ngors of tho expe(lition in which he had so 
thoughtlessly embarked. He wns roused by a 1011<1 
shouting of the post-boy on the leader. 
"Yo-yo-yo-yo--yoe," went th" first boy . 
.. Yo-yo-yo-yoel" went the second. 
18. "Yo-yo-yo-yoel" chimed in old Warclle 
himself, most lustily, with his head and half his body 
out of the coach window. 
"Y o-yo-yo-y06I" shouted Mr. Pickwick, taking 
up the burden of the cry, though he had not the 
slightest notion of its meaning or object. And nmidst 
the yo- yoing of the whole four, the chRise stopped. 
"WlJat's the matter?" inquired Mr. Pickwick. 
"Thero's a gate hore," replie(1 01.1 \Vardlo. "We 
shall hear somothing of the fugitives." 
19. After a lapse of five minutes, cOllsumed in 
incossant knocking lind shouting, an old man in hiR 
shirt I\nd trousers emerged from the turnpiko-houso, 
nnd oponod the gl\te. 
" How long is it since a post-chl\ise went through 
here?" inquired Mr. W 8rdle. 
" How long?" 
" Ah I" 
"Why, I don't rightly know. It worn't 1\ long 
timo ago, 1101' it wom't a short time ago-just betweon 
the two, porhaps." 
20. "Hns any chl\ise boon by I\t 811 P" 
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"Oh yes, there's been a shay by." 
"How long ago, my hienu," interposed Mr. Pick-
wick; .. an honr?" 
"Ah, I dare say it might be," replied the man. 
"Or two hours?" inquired the post-boy on thE! 
wheeler. 
"Well, I shouldn't wonder if it was, returned the 
old mau doubtfully. 
"Drive on, boys," cried the tcsty old gentleman; 
"don't waste Rny more time with that olrl i,liot!" 
21. "Idiot!" exclRimed the 01,1 man with fl grin, ae 
he stood in the middle of the road wi th the gRte hnJf 
closed, watching the chaise which rapidly diminish~d 
in the increasing distance. "No-not much 0' that 
either; you've los t ten minutes hcre and gone away a8 
wise as you came, arler all. If every man on the line 
as has a gninea givo him, earns it half as well, you 
won't catch t'other Rhay this si,1e Mieh'lmas, old short-
and-fat." AmI with another prolonged grin, the old 
man closed the gate, re-entered hiH house, and bolted 
the door after him. 
22. Meanwhile the chaise proceeded, without IIny 
slackening of pace, towllrd the conclusion of the stage. 
The moon, as Wanlle hRd foretold, was rapidly on the 
wane; large tiers of dark hellvy clouds, which had been 
gradually over-spreading the sky for soma time past, 
now formed one black mass overhead; and large drops 
of rain which pattered every now and then against the 
windows of the chaise, seemed to warn tho travelers of 
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the rapid approach of a stormy llight. The wind, too, 
which was directly ngainst them, swept in furious gusts 
down the narrow roael, and howled dismally through 
the trees which skirted the pathway. ]\fl'. Pickwick 
drew his coat closer about him, coile,1 himself more 
sllugly up int;o 1.1", COl'nor of the chaise, ",,,I fell illto a 
souml sleep, [Will which he WilS ollly all'alwned by the 
stopping of the ""hicie, the sound of the hostler's bdl, 
and a loud cry of " Horses on dil'ectly!" 
'fHE CHASE. 
PAH'£ II. 
1. But here another <lelay occurroc1. The boys 
were sleeping with such mysterious soun,lness, thllt it 
took five minutes apiece to Wilke thorn. 'I'he hostler 
had somehow or other mislaid the key of tho stable, 
and even when that was found, two sleepy helpers put 
the wrong harness on the Wl'Oug horses, and ths whole 
process of harnessing had to be gone through afresh. 
Had Mr. Pickwick been alone, these multiplied 
obstacles would have completely put an end to the 
pursuit at once, but old 'Wardle was not to be so easily 
c1aunted; and he laid about him with such hearty good. 
will, cuffing this man and pushing that; strapping a 
buckle here, and taking in a link there, that the chaise 
W[lS ready in a much shorter time than could reasonably 
have been expected under so many difficulties. 
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2. They resumed their journey; and certainly the 
prospect before them WitS by no means encouraging. 
'£1Ie stage was fifteen miles long, the night was dark, 
the wind high, and the rain pOUl·illg in torrents. It 
was imposslhle to make allY great way agllillst slwh 
obstacles united: it was hard upon Olle o'dock already; 
alld nearly two hours were consumed in getting to th e 
end of the stage. Hel·e however, an object PJ"Pscllted 
itself, which rekindled the ir hopes, and reanimate.1 
their drooping spirits. 
3. "\Vhen did this chaise come in?" cried old 
'Vardle, leaping out of his own vehicle, and pointing to 
one covered with wet mu(1, which was standing in the 
yard. 
"Not a quartor of an hour ago, sir;" replied the 
hostler, to whom the question was addressed. 
"Lady and gentleman?" inquired IVardle, almost 
breathless with impatience. 
" Yes, sir." 
"Tall gentleman - dress coat-long legs -- thin 
body?" 
"Yes, sir." 
"Elderly lady-thin face-rather skinny-eh ?" 
"Yes, sir." 
4. "By heavens, it's the couple, Pickwick!" 
exclaimed the old gentleman. 
"'Voultl have been here before, said the hostler, 
"but they broke It trace." 
"It is!" said Wardle, "it is, by Jove! Chaise·and-
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four instantly! We shall catch them yet, before they 
rench the next stnge. A guinea npiece, boys-be ali,"e 
there-bustle about-there's good fellows." 
5. And with such admonitions as these, the ol,! 
gentleman ran up am! down the yard, aIH! bustled to 
nnd fro, in II stnte of excitement which communicatl"! 
itself to Mr. Pickwick also; and under the influence of 
which, that gentleman got himself into complicate,! 
entnnglemeuts with harness, nnd mixed up with horses 
nnd wheels of chaises, in a most surprising IUllnner, 
firmly believing that by so doing he was Illaterinlly 
forwarding the preparations for their resuming their 
journey. 
6. "Jump in-jump in!"cried old Wn1",lle, climbiug 
into the chaise, pulling up the steps, alHl fllamming the 
door after him. "Come along! Make haste!" And 
before Mr. Pickwick knew precisely whllt he was about, 
he felt himself forced in at the other door, hy one pull 
from the old gentleman, and one push from t.he 
hostler; and off they were again. 
7. "Ah! we w'e moving now," said the old gentle-
man exultingly. They were indeed, ns was sufficiently 
testified to Mr. Pickwick, by his constant collisions 
either with the hard wood-work of the chaise, or the 
body of his companion. 
"Hold up!" said the stout old Mr. Wanlle, fiS lIIr. 
Pickwick dived head foremost into his capacious waist-
coat. 
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"I never did feel such a jolting in my life," said 
Mr. Pickwick. 
8. "Never mind," I'eplied his companion, "it will 
soon he over. Steady, steady." 
Mr. Pickwick planted himself in his O\V!I corn PI ', as 
firmly as he could; and on whirled the chaiHe ra,.; t." r 
than ever. 
They had traveled in this wayahout tlll'eA mil "" 
when Mr. Wardle, who had been looking out of th A 
window for two or three minutes, su<l,l enly tlrew ill hi , 
face, covered with splashes, and exclaimed in hreathless 
eagerness--
" Here they are!" 
9. ;VIr. Pickwick thrust his heAd ont ofh ;" win ,l",··. 
Yes; there was a chaise-And-fonr, " short ,Ii,,; .,·,,· , 
before them, dashing along at full gal lop. 
"Go on, go on!" almost shrieked the o!.1.'!Pllilpm".' ·. 
"Two guineas apiece, boys-don't let thelll g011l (' II ;;" 
--keep it up-keep it up!" 
The horses in the first chaise st/,rte,l 011 at th"i) 
utmost speed; and those in Mr. \Vardl e's galloperl 
furiously behind them. 
10. "I see his head," exclaimed the chol eric old 
man. " I see his head." 
" So do I," said Mr. Pickwick, "that's he." 
Mr. Pickwick was not mistaken. The countenance 
of Mr. Jingle, completely coated with the mud thrown 
up by the wheels, was plainly discernible at the win-
dow of his chaise; and the motion of his aI'm, which he 
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was waving violently toward the postilions, denoted 
that he was encouraging them to increased exertion. 
11. The interest was intense. Fields, trees, and 
hedges, seemed to rush past them with the velocity of 
a whirlwind, so I·apid was the pace at which they tore 
along. They were close by the side of the first chaise. 
Jingle's voice could be plainly heard, even above the 
din of the wheels, urging on the boys. Old Mr. 
Wardle foamed with !"age and excitement. He roared 
out scoundrels, and villains by the dozen, clinched his 
fist and shook it expressively at the object of his indig-
nation; but Mr. Jingle only answered with a contemp-
tuous smile, and replied to his menaces by a shout of 
triumph, as his horses, answering the increased appli-
oation of whip and spur, broke into a faster gallop and 
left the pursuers behind. 
12. Mr. Pickwick had just drawn in his head, and 
Mr. Wardle, exhausted with shouting, had done the 
same, when a tremendous jolt threw them forward 
against the front of the vehicle. There was a sudden 
bump-a loud crash-away rolled a wheel, and over 
went the chaise. 
After a few seconds of bewilderment and confusion, 
in which nothing but the plunging of horses and 
breaking of glass could be made out, Mr. Pickwick 
felt himself violently pulled out from among the ruins 
of the chaise, aud as soon as be had gained his feet, 
and extricated his head from the skirts of his great-
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coat, which materially impeded the usefulneB~ of his 
spectacles, the full disaster of the case met his view. 
13. Old Mr. Wardle without a hat, and his clothes 
torn in Meveral places, stood by his side, and the £rag-
ments of the chaise lay scattered at their feet. The 
post-boys, who had succeeded in cutting the traces, 
were standing, disfigured with mud and disordered by 
hardl'iding, by the horses' heads. About a hundred 
yards in advance was the other chaise, which had 
pulled up on hearing the crash. The postilions, each 
with a broad grin convulsing his countenance, were 
viewing the adverse party from their saddles, and Mr. 
Jingle was contemplating the wreck from the coach 
window with evident satisfaction. The day was just 
breaking, and the whole scene was rendered perfectly 
visible by the gray light of the morning. 
14. "Halloo!" shouted the shameless Jingle, "any-
body damaged ?--elderly gentleman-- no light-weight 
-dangerous work-very." 
"You're a rasca!!" roared Wardle. 
" Ha! ha!" replied Jingle; and then he added, with 
a knowing wink, and a jerk of the thumb toward the 
interior of the chaise-" I say-she's very well--
desires her compliments--begs you won't trouhle your-
self--Iove to Tuppy-won't you get np hehind ?-clrive 
on boys." CHARLES DICKENS. 
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* APPLEDORE IN A STORM. 
How looks Appledore in a storm? 
I have seen it whcn its crags sccmcll frantic, 
Butting against the mad Atlantic, 
\Vben surge on surge would heap enorme, 
Cliffs of emerald topped with Hnow, 
That lifted and lifted, and theu let go 
A great white avalanche of thunder, 
A grinding, blinding, deafening ire 
Monadnock might have trembled under. 
11. 
And the island, whose rock-roots pierce below 
To where they are warmed with the ecnt.ral fire, 
You could feel its granite fibres racked, 
As it seemed to plunge with a shudder and thrill 
Right at the breast of the swoopiug hill, 
And to rise again snorting a cataract 
Of rage-froth from every cranny and ledge, 
'While the sea drew its breath in hoarse and deep, 
And the next vast hreaker curled its edge, 
Gathering itself for a mightier leap. 
III. 
North, cast and Bouth there are reefs and breakers 
You would never dream of in smooth weather, 
That toss and gore the sea for acres, 
Bellowing and gnashing and snarling together: 
-By pt1rmission of and arrangement with Houghton, Miffiin & Co. 
A.PPLEl>ORK I~ A STORM. 
JY. 
J..oak northwaril, wher~ Duck I.lanll lie •• 
Ancl over itA crown you win f'ee ari~(', 
Again.l a ha('kgrollnd of .Iaty .ki.,", 
A row of pillarM .Iill and ",hil<', 
That. ~limnH.·r amI tll(,11 aTC Ollt of ~ig:ht 
A. if the lIIoon .holllel MII(lth'nly ki"", 
'Vhil~ YOII eroM.PII the glloly de .. ·rl hy night, 
The long colonnatl"M of 1''''-''poli", 
,--
J",ok MOlllhwarll for '''hile I.lanrIlight, 
The lant(,TII !'It..1.llfl~ nilH'ty {('('t o'l'r the ti tl .. ·; 
There iH fir.t a half mile of tllmlllt anll ti!!hl, 
Of rIaMh anll roar and tllmhle alill fri!!hl. 
Awl fHlr~ing bewild"'l"mcllt wild anti wide, 
Where the breakerH Htrllggle It .. ft and right, 
Then a mile or more of r",..hillg' fi .. 'a, 
And tben tbe light-house slim and lone_ 
VI. 
And whenever the wpight of o('ean i. Lhrown 
Full and fair on 'Vhit" I.lanll heall, 
A great miHt-jotun YOII will Hee 
Lifting il .• elf "l' Hilently 
High and hllge o'er the light-holl.e top, 
"'ith hand. of wavering "pray o!'lspread, 
Groping after the little lower, 
That .ecrns to shrink anrI .hort~n anll cower, 
Till the mon.ler', amlS of a Hliliden drop, 
AnrI .ilently and frllille •• ly 
He .inke again into tbe sea. 
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YJ1. 
100. mean ... hile .... here drench...t YOII oland. 
A,,"akrn on(",.e more to the rllt'h tliltl roar, 
And on the rock'poinl lighten YOllr "and. 
A. you turn and AeC a valley d""". 
That "l1li lIot there a monlt'nl I"·r,, .... 
Suck rattling do ... n bel "'~en YOll an.1 a ""al' 
Of toppling billo .... "'hooe iuotant rail 
IIluKt Kink t"e .. h"le i.land onc.· fur all. 
Or .. ateh the .i1enter •• tealthi .. r ..... 
Feeling their way to YOll mor .. anti mort·; 
If they once Khould clutch you bigh 811 t ... · kn ...... 
They .... ould ",hirl you down like a .prig or kelp. 
Beyond "II r .. ach of hope or help;-
And such in a storm is A ppledo .... 
--J ....... RUMMELL LoWItLl_ 
"now TilEY BROUGHT THE GOOD NEWS 
FROM GHENT TO AIX." 
[-1 
I. 
I "prang to the .tinup. and JOriK, and he; 
I galloped, Direk galloped. we gallo!",,1 all three; 
.. Good KI>C<'t1 !" eri • ..! t"e watch. aM tl ... gal~ · IN,It. ululre .. ; 
f. SP"t...! !" ,,,,,"ot...! t"e wall to 11K galloping t ..... llg .. ; 
Behind K"ul the I>OMtern, t"e light. Hank I" relit, 
And into tbe midnight we galloped .""""'t. 
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II. 
Not a word to each other; we kept t,he great pace 
Neck by neck, stride by stride, never changing our place; 
I turned in my saddle and made its girths tight, 
Then shortened each stirrup, and set the pique righ t, 
Rebuckled the check· strap, chained slacker the uit, 
Nor galloped less steadily Roland a whit. 
Ill. 
''1' was moonset at starting; hut while we drew near 
Lokeren, the cocks crew and twilight dawned clear; 
At Boom, a great yellow star came out to sec; 
At Diiffeld, 't was morning as plain as could he; 
And from l'vIeeheln church-steeple we heard the half ch ime, 
So, J oris broke silence with, "Yet there is time! " 
IV. 
At Aershot, up leaped of a sudden the Bun, 
And against him the cattle stood black everyone, 
To stare thro' the mist at us galloping past, 
And I saw my stout galloper Roland at last, 
With resolute shoulders, each butting away 
The haze, as some bluff river headland its spray: 
v. 
And his low head and crest, just one sharp ear bent back 
For my voice, and the other picked out on his track; 
And olle eye'H black intelligcnce, - evcr that glance 
O'er itt3 white edge at me, his OWI1 master, ufSkallcc ! 
And the thick heavy spume-flakes which aye ana a"on 
Ilis fierce lips shook upwards in galloping on. 
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VI. 
By Hasselt, Dirck groaned; and cried Joris "Stay spur! 
Your Roos galloped bravely, tbe fault's not in ber, 
We'll remember at Aix "-for one beard tbe quick whee,"e 
Of ber cbest, saw the stretched neck and staggering knees, 
Ani! sunk tail, and borrible heave of the flank, 
As down on ber haunches .be shuddered and sank. 
VII. 
So, we were left galloping, J oris and I, 
Past Looz and past Tongres, no cloud in the sky; 
The broad SlIn above laughed a pitiless laugh, 
'N eat.h our feet broke the brittle brigbt stllhble like chaff; 
Till over by Dalhem a dome·spire sprang wb ite, 
And" Gallop," gasped J oris, "for Aix is in sight! 
VIII. 
"How they'll greet us! "-and all in a moment his roan 
Rolled neck and croup over, lay dead as a stone; 
And there was my Roland to bear tbe whole weight 
Of the news wbicb alone could save Aix from ber fa'.e. 
Witb bis nostrils like pits fllll of blood to the brim, 
And with circles of red for his eye·sockets' rim. 
IX. 
Tben I east loose my buffcoat, each bolster let fal1, 
Shook off botb my jack·boots, let go belt and all, 
Stood up in tbe stirrup, leaned, patted bis ear, 
Called my Roland bis pet-name, my borse witbout peer; 
Clapped my bands, laugbed and sang, any noise, bad or 
good, 
Till at length into Ail: Roland galloped and stood. 
DOBBIN'S VICTORY. 
x. 
And all I remember is-friends flocking round 
As I sat with his head 'twixt my knees on tbe ground; 
And no voice hut was praising this Roland of mine, 
As I ponred down his throat our last measnre of wine, 
'Vhich (the burgesses voted by common consent) 
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'Vas no more than his due who brought good news from 
Gbent. ROlJlORT BROW'" ING. 
DOBBIN'S VICTORY. 
1. Cuff, the unquestioned king of the school, 
rnled over his subjects /lnd bullied them, with splen-
did superiority. 'l'hiR one blacked his shoes; that 
toasted his bre/ld; others woul<1 fag out, and give him 
balls at cricket during whole summer afternoons. 
"Figs" was the fellow whom he despised most, and 
with whom, though alw!lYs abusing him, and sneering 
at him, he scarcely ever condescended to hold personal 
comlnUllication. 
2. One day in private the two young gentlemen 
had hlld a difference. Figs, alone in the schoolroom, 
was blundering over 0. home letter; when Cuff, en-
tering, bade him go upon Bome message of which 
tarts were probably the subject. 
"I can't," says Dobbin; "I want to finish my 
letter." 
3. "You can'I?" says Mr. Cuff, laying hold of th~t. 
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document (in which many wonls were scratched out, 
m/my were misspelt, on which lind been spent I don't 
know how milch thought, and labor, and tears; for the 
poor fellow WIIS writing to hiA . mother, who was fond 
of him, IIUJIongh she WIIS a grocer's wife /lnd lived in 
a back pllrlor ill Tha1l1es 8treet)-" you can'l?" says 
Mr. Cuff. 
t. "I shoulellike to know why, pray? Can't you 
write to olel Mothor Figs to-molTow?" 
"Don't call nllmes," Dobbin said, getting off the 
bench, very nervous. 
"\Vell, sir, will you go?" crowe,l the cock of the 
school. 
"Put ,10wII the letter," Dohbin replied; "no gen-
tleman rClIllth Idterth." 
"\Vell, 1/010 will you go?" Sfl)'S the other. 
5. "No, I wun't. Don't strike, or I'll thmash 
you," roars out Dobbin, springing to a leaden ink-
stand, and looking so wicked that Mr. Cuff paused, 
turned down his coat-sleeves again, put his hands 
into his pockets, and walked away with a sneer. 
But he never meddled personally with the gr<lcer's 
boy lifter that; though we must do him the justice to 
Bay he always spoke of Mr. Dobhin with contempt be-
hind his back. 
6. 80me time after this interview it happened 
that .Mr. Cuff, on a sunshiny afternoon, was in the 
neighhorhooll of pOOl' 'William Dubbin, who was lying 
under a tree in the playgronnd, spelling over a favor-
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ite copy of the" Arabian Nights," when shrill (>neR, 
as of a little fellow weepillg, woke up his I'IPIl"!tllt 
reverie; nnd on looking up he saw Cuff befure him, 
belaboring a little boy. 
7. It was the lad who had peach ell u)Jon him 
ahout the grocer's cart; hut he bore little malice, lint 
at l,'ast lowanls th" young mill Bill III I. "How dare,l 
YUII, sir, brenk the hottle?" says Cliff to t.he little ur-
chin, swinging a yellow cricket-stump over him. 
S. The boy haa been instructed to get over the 
rlayground wall (at a selech"l 8pot where the broken 
glass hall been removed from the top, an(l niches 
made convenient in the brick); to l'lm a quarter of a 
mile; to pmchase a pint of rUillshruh on credit; to 
brave all the doctor's outlying spies, ana to clamber 
hack into the playground again; during the perform-
ance of which feat his foot had slipped, and the bottle 
was broken, and the shrub had been spilled, his panta-
loons had been damaged, and he appeared before his 
employer a perfectly guilty and trembling, though 
harmless, wretch. 
!J. " How dare you, sir, break it 1" says Cuff, " you 
blundering little thief! You drank the shrub, and 
now you pretend to have broken the bottle. Hold out 
your haud, sir." 
Down came the stump with· a great heavy thump 
on the child's hand. A -lllOan followed. Dobbin 
, . 
looked up, the Roc had whisked away Sinbad the 
Sailor out of the Valley of Diamonds, out of sight, far 
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into the clouds; and there was every-day life before 
honest William; and n big boy beating a little one 
wi thou t CHuse. 
10. "Hold out your other hand, sir," roars Cuff 
to his little school-fellow, whose fnce wnH distOl'ted 
with pnin. Dobbi I! 'luiv8red, and gnthered himself 
up in his nnlTOW olel clothes. 
« T:,];e that, yon little scoundrel! " cried Mr. Cuff, 
and dowl! t"ml' t I", wicket ag:tin on tbe child ' s hand. 
Dobbin st.arted up ,,"tl screamea out, "Hola off, Cuff; 
don't bully that child any more; or 1'11--" 
" Or you'll what?" Cuff asked in amazement at 
this intenuption. "Hold out your hand, you little 
beast! " 
11. " I'll give you the worst thmshing you ever 
had in your life," Dobbin said, in reply to the first 
part of Cuff's sentence; and little Osborne, gRsping 
and in tears, looked up with wonder and incredulity 
at seeillg this amnzillg champion pnt up suddenly to 
defend him; while Cuff's astonishment was scarcely 
less. Fancy our late monarch, George Ill., when he 
heard of the revolt of the North American colonies; 
fancy Iml7.Cn Goliatit "'hen little David stepped for-
w[ml IU,,1 "Jaime(l a meeting; and you I,ave the feel-
ings of Ml'. Reginaltl Cuff when this rencontre was 
proposed to him. 
12. "After school," says he, of course; after a 
pause and a look as much as to say, "Make your will, 
nonnls'", ,·reTORT. 
and oommunicRte your best wishes to your friends be-
tween this time RIll I tlmt." 
"As you pleRse," Dobbin said. "Yon must be my 
bottlo hoMer, Oshorne." 
"Well. if you liko," little Osborne replied; for you 
see his rBI'R kept R CRrriago, nnd he wns rather 
R8hnnwd of his chRmpion. 
13. Yes, when the hour of bRttio <'Rme, he WM 
nlmost Rshnmed to SRy, "Go it, Figs" RIl(lnot R single 
other hoy in the plnce uttored thnt cry for tho fimt 
two or t.hroo rolllllis of this fnmous co mhnt; nt the 
"ommPIW(lnwnt of which the scientific Culfwith n con-
telllptullu8 Rndl" on his fnee, nnd ns light nnd ns gny ns 
if he wns nt n bnll, pl,mted his blows upon his adversary, 
nllli tlllored thnt unlucky chl\Jupion thr"e times running. 
Atench fnll thel"l' wns R ch(>er; nncl everybody wnA nnx-
ious to hn\'o the honor of off"ring the conqueror n knee. 
I!. "WllIIt" licking I shall get when it's over!" 
youlIg" Orihorne thought, picking up his man. "You'd 
heRt gin' ill," he Anid to Dobhin; "it's only R thrR8h-
ing, Fig"_ nnll you know I'm usecl to it." But Figs, 
wh"",, limhs \\"pre nil in n quiver, RIIII whoRo nostrils 
weI''' hrC'r.ti,illg" rllg", put his little bottle-hoMer Mid." 
IUIII W"lIt in for II fourth timo. 
11i. As he did not in tho leRst know how to pRrry 
th" hlows thnt were nilllC'cl nt himself, and CnIT hncl 
begun the nUnck on tho three preceding occRsion8, 
without I'ver nllowing his l"IDemy to strike, Figs now 
determined thRt h" would commence the engagoment 
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by a charge on his own part; and accnrdingly, being 
a Idt-hnllll",1 man, hrought that arm into action, alld 
hit out a couple of timeH with all hiM might-on"" at 
Mr. Cuff's left eye, nllIl onco on his bOllutiful n.'Ulall 
n080. 
Hi. Cuff wont down thiH tim" to til<' astonishnH'nt. 
of th" """"mhly. "W"II hit, hy .Joye!" ""ys littl" OM-
1)01"114\ with tho nir of R conll()i~Hiel11", clnpping hili nInll 
on tho bll~k. "Give it him with the len, FigH, Illy 
boy." 
17. Figs'H Ip[t 1!ln,I" t"rrific plily ,lnrillg all the 
rest of thn cnlllhat. Cuff went ,lowlI "very tim". At 
u,,~ 8i"th rOIll"I, there were almost aH mallY follows 
shouting" out "00 it, li"jg'H!" RS thero were yOl1th~ ex-
c1l1iming "Go it, Cuff!" At the tweHth rOllllll tilt> 
latter champioll was 1111 ahroad, as the saying" iH, mill 
11I,,1108t all I,rescnc" of mimI 111111 power of aUnck or 
defense. 
18. FigH, Oil the contrnry, WaH 8B calm I\fI a 
QUflker. His fllco being quito pale, his eyes shining 
opell, nml a great cut on his under lip bleellillg" pro-
fusely, gave this young' f"lIow n fierce nlHl ghastly air, 
which perhaps "truck torror into many 8l>1'ctatorA. 
Nevm·theleRs, his intrepid adversary preplLred to close 
for the thirteenth time. 
If). If I hall the pcn of a Nllpier, I shouhl like to 
describe this combllt properly. It was the Inst charge 
of the Guard (thnt is, it 100IL[d hnve heen only 'Water-
100 had not yet taken plnce)- it was Ney's column 
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breasting the hill of La Haye Sainte, bristling with 
ten thousflnd bflyonets, and crowned with twenty 
eagles - it was the shout of the beef-eating British, 
as, leaping down the hill, they rushed to hug the 
enemy in the savage arms of battle - in other words, 
Cuff coming np full of plnck, bnt q nite reeling, the 
Fig-merchant pnt in his left as nsnal on his adversary's 
nose, aud sent him down for tho last time_ 
20. "I think that will do for him," Figs said, as his 
opponent clropped as neatly on the green, as I have 
seen Jack Spot's ball plump into the pocket at bill-
iards; and the fact is, when time was called, M,'_ 
Reginald Cnff was not able, or did not choose, to 
stand up again. 
21. And now all the boys set np snch a shout for 
Figs as would make yon think he had been their 
dm'ling champion through the whole battle; and as 
absolutely bronght Dr. Swishtail out of his study, 
cm-ious to know the cause of the uproar. He threat-
ened to flog Figs violently; of conrse~ but Cuff, who 
had come to himself by this time, and was washing his 
wounds, stood up and said: "It's my fault, sir - not 
Figs's - not Dobbin's. I was bullying a little boy; 
and he served me l·ight." By which magnanimous 
speech he not only saved his conqneror a whipping, 
bnt got back all his ascendency over the boys, which 
his defeat had nearly cost him_ 
'WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY. 
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TOUSSAINT L'OUVERTURE. * 
1, If I we!'e here to tell the story of Napoleon, I 
should take it from the lips of Frenchmen, who find 
no language rich enough to paint the great captain of 
the nineteenth century, Were I to tell you the story 
of Washington, I should take it from your hearts, -
you, who think no marble white enough on which to 
carve t.he name of the Father of his Country, I am 
about to tell you the story of a negro, who has left 
hardly one written line, I am to glean it hom the 
reluctant testimony of Bl'itons, Frenchmen, Spanial'ds, 
-men who despised him as a negl'o and a slave, and 
hated him because he had beaten them in many a 
battle. • rO " ,).q 
2. You remembel' Macaulay says, comparing Cl'Om' 
well with Napoleon, that Cromwell showed the greater 
military genius, if we consider that he never saw an 
army until he was forty; while Napoleon was educated 
from n boy in the best military schools in Europe. 
Cl'omwell manufactured his own army; Napoleon nt the 
nge of twenty-seven was placed nt the head of tbe 
best troops Enrope ever saw. They were both sue·· 
cessful ; but, says Macaulay, with such disadvantages 
the Englishman showed the greater genius. 
3. 'Vb ethel' you will allow the inference 01' not, you 
will at lenst gl'l1nt thnt it is n fnir mode of measure-
*ny perm ission, from Wendell Phillips' Speeches and Lectures, Vol. I. 
LCfl &, f3l u"ll'hC' rli , l lllh!i!:i ilt"rs . 
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ment. Apply it to Toussaint. Cromwell never saw an 
army until he was forty; this man never saw a soldier 
until he was fifty. Cromwell manufactured his own 
army - out of what? Englishmen, - the best blood in 
Europe. Out of the middle class of Englishmen,-
the best blood of the island. And with it he conquered 
what? Englishmen,-their equals. This man manu-
factured his army out of what? Out of what you call 
tho despicable race of negroes, debased, demoralized 
Ily two lllwdred years of slavery, one hundred thou-
sand of them imported into the island within four 
yeaI's, unable to speak a dialect intelligible even to 
each other. 
4. Yet, out of this mixed, and, as you say, 
despicable mass, he fOl'ge<l a thunderbolt and hurled it 
at wllat'! At the pl'Ouclest blood of Em'ope, the Span-
iard, amI sen t him home conquered; at tho most war· 
like bl ood ill Europe, tho Frollch, and put them under 
his feet; at the pluckiest blood in Europe, the English, 
and they skulked home to Jamaica. Now, if Crom-
well was a general, at least this man was a soldier. 
5. I know it was a smllll territory; it was not flS large 
as the continent, but it was as large as that Attica, 
which, with Athens for a capital, has filled the ea.rth 
with its fame for two thousand years. We measure 
genius by quality, not by quantity. 
Further, - Cromwell was only a soldier; his fame 
stops there. Not a line in the statnte-book of Britain 
can be traced to Cromwell; not one step in the social 
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life of England finds its motive power in his bl·ain. 
The state he founded went down with him to his grave. 
But this man no sooner put his hand on the helm of 
state, than tho ship steadied with an upright keel, and 
he began to evince a statesmanship as marvellous as 
his military genius. 
G. History says that the most statesmanlike act of 
Napoleon was his proclamation of 1802, at the peace 
of Amiens, w hell, believing that the indelible loyalty 
of a native-born heart is always a sufficient basis on 
which to found an empire, he said: " Frenchmen, 
come home, I pardon the crimes of the last twelve 
years; I blot out its parties; I found my throne on the 
hearts of all FI'enchmen," - and twelve years of un-
clouded success showed how wisely he judged. 
7. That was in 1802. In 1800 this negro made a 
proclamation; it runs thus: "Sons of St. Domingo, 
come home. 'IV e never meant to take your houses or your 
lands. The negro only asked that liberty which God 
gave him. Your houses wait for you; your lands are 
ready; come and cultivate them;" - alla from Madrid 
and Paris, from Baltimore and New Orleans, the 
emigrant planters crowded home to enjoy their estates, 
under the pledged word that was never broken by a 
victorious slnve. 
8. In 184H Robert P eel dared to venture, as a 
matter of practical statesmanship, the theory of free 
trade. Adam Smith theorized, the French statesmen 
dreamed, but no man at the head of affairs had ever 
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dared to risk it as a practical measure. Europe waited 
till 1846, before the most practical intellect in the 
world, the English, adopted the great economic for-
mula of unfettered trade. But in 1800 this black, with 
the instinct of statesmanship, said to the committee 
who were drafting for him a Constitution: "Put at the 
head of the chapter of commerce that the ports of St. 
Domingo are open to the trade of the world." 
9. Again it was 1800 when England was poisoned 
on every page of her statute-book with religious intoler-
ance, when a man could not enter the House of Com-
mons withont taking an Episcopal Communion, when 
every State in the Union, except Hhode Island, was 
full of the intensest religious bigotry. This man was 
a negro. You say that is a superstitious blood. H e 
was uneducated. You say that makes a man narrow· 
minded. And yet - negro, slave - he took his place 
by the side of Hoger Williams, and said to his Com-
mittee : "Make it the first line of my Constitution that 
I know no difference between religious beliefs." 
10. Now blue-eyed Saxon, proud of your mce, go 
back with me to the commencement of the century, 
and select what statesman you please. L et him be 
either American or European; let him have a brain 
the result of six generations of cultme; let him have 
the ripest tmining of univel·sity routine; let him add 
to it the better education of practical life; crown his 
temples with the silver of seventy years; and show me 
the man of Saxon lineage for whom his most sanguine 
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admirers will wreathe a laurel rich as embittered foes 
have placed on the brow of this negro, - rare military 
skill, profound knowledge of human nature, content to 
blot out all party distinctions, and trust a state to the 
blood of its sons, - anticipating Sir Robert Peel fifty 
years, and taking his station by the side of Roger 
Williams before any Englishman or American had won 
the right; - and yet this is the record which the 
history of rival states makes np for this inspired black 
of St. Domingo. 
11. I would call him Napoleon, but Napoleon 
made his way to empire over broken oaths and through 
a sea of blood. This man never broke his word. I 
would call him Cromwell, but Cromwell was only a 
soldier, and the state he foulHled went down with him 
to his grave. I would call him Washington, but the 
groat Virginian held slavos. This man risked his em-
pire l'fIther th"n permit the slave-trade in the humblest 
villnge of his dominion. 
12. You think me a fanatic, for you read history, 
not with your eyes, but with your prejudices. But 
fifty years hence, when Truth gets a hearing, the Muse 
of History will put Phocion for the Greek and Brutus 
for the Roman, Hampden for England, Fayette for 
France, choose Vi ashington as the bright, consummate 
flower of our earlier civilization, then, dipping her pen 
in the sunlight, will write in the clear blue, above them 
all, the name of the soldier, the statesman, the martyr. 
Toussaint L'Ouverture. WENDELL PHILLIPS. 
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AS YOU LIKE IT. 
ACT I. SGENE III. 
Celia. Why, cousin! why, Rosalind! Cupid have 
mercy! - Not a word? 
Rosalind. Not one to throw at a dog. 
Celia. No, thy wordA arc too precious to he caRt away 
upon curB; throw some of them at me.-But is all this [or 
your father? 
Rosalind. No, some of it is for my father's chiltl. 
Oh, how full of briars is thi" working-day world! 
Celia. T Il ey arc hut hurTA, cousin, tllTo,vn npon thee 
ill holiday foolery; if we walk not in the trotltlen pat.hR, 
ollr very petticoatA will eatch them. 
Rosalind. I cOllld shake them off Illy coat: these bUITS 
arc in my heart. 
Celia. IIem them away. 
Rosalind. I would try, if I oou lcl cry hem, and have 
him. 
Celia. Come, come, wrc!:'tle WiUl thy :dfections. 
Rosrdind. Oh, they take the part 0 f a hetter wrestler 
than mYAelf. 
Celia. Oh, a good wish upon you! - Bllt turning 
these jestA out of service, let us talk in good earnest; is 
it possible, on Buch a Budden, you "hould fall into 80 strong 
a liking with old Sir Rowland's youngest son? 
Rosalind. The duke my father loved h is father 
dearly. 
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Celia. Doth it therefore ensue, that you should love 
biB son dearly? By this kind of chase, I should hate him, 
for my father hated his father dearly; yet I hate not Or· 
lando. 
Rosalind. No, faith, hate him not, for my sake. 
Celia. Why should I? doth he not deserve well? 
Rosalind. Lct me love him for that: and do you 
love h illl, because I do. Ha! here comes the duke. 
Celia. With his eycR fnll of auger. 
Enier DUl{)~ FREDERICK, EUSTACE, TJOUI!-) mul G J';XTLg· 
?t1l<:N. 
Duke. Mistress, despatch you with yonr safest haste, 
And gct YOil from our court! 
Rosalind. Me, uncle? 
Dltke. Yon, cousin: 
Within theRe tCIl days, if that than be'st fonnd 
So near our public court as twenty miles, 
Thou diest for it! 
Rosalind. I do beseech your grace 
Let me the knowledge ,·f my fault bcar with me: 
If with myself I bold intelligence, 
Or have acquaintance with my own desires, 
If that I do not dream, " r be not frantic, 
As I do trust I am not, then, dear uncle, 
Never so nineh as in a thought unborn, 
Did I offend your highncss. 
Duke. Thus do all traitors; 
If their purgation did consist in wordR, 
They are as innocent as grace itsclf : -
Let it suffice thee, that I trust thee not. 
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. Rosalind. Yet YOllr mistrust canllot make TIlC a. traitor. 
rellmc whereon the likelihood clcl"'Il,k 
Duke. Thon art thy fathcr'R daughter thcrc'R cHough. 
Rosalind. So was I whcn yonr higllllC8~ took his 
dukedom: 
So was I, whcn your highnes" banishe.} him. 
Trea!'lon is not inhcriterl, my lord; 
Or, if we did derive it from ollr fricnd~, 
\Vhat'~ that to HIe? Illy fatll('f was llO traitor. 
Then, goou )uy liege, mif'it.ake me 1101.. HI} milch 
To think Illy poverty is treacherou •. 
CeNa. Dear Rovercigll, hear me ~pca.k. 
lJltke. Ay, Celia; we hut staye,l her for yo"r ,ake, 
I£lse had she with her father rall~e,1 alollg. 
CeUa. I did not thcll cntreat to have hcr ,lay;-
It was your pleasnfe, and yOUI' OWll rClllOl'/;C. I was too 
young that timc to vallie her, 
Bnt now I know her: if .he he a traitor, 
'Vhy, so alll I; we "till have .Iel't to~ether, 
Ro!;c at an instant, learned, playctl, cat together, 
And wheresoe'er we wcnt, like JIIIIO'" A\\'an~, 
Still we wcnt coupled, alld illse!,arahle 
lJuke. She is too su' .~l for thee; and her smoothness, 
1-1er very Rilencc, and her p<.ticnce, 
Speak to the people, and they pity her. 
'l'hen open Ilot thy lips: 
Firm, and irrevocable, i~ my doom 
Which I have passed upon her; ,he iH banished. 
Celia. Pronounce that Hentenec then 011 me, my lieg .. : 
I cannot live out of her cOlllpany. 
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Duke. You are a fool. - You niece, provide your· 
self : 
If you outstay the time, upon mine honour, 
And in the greatness of my word, you die. [Exit DUKE. 
Oelia. Oh, my poor Rosalind, whither wilt thou go? 
Wilt th01\ change fathers? I will give thee mine. 
I charge thee, be not thou more grieved than I am. 
Rosalind. I have more cause. 
Oelia. Thou hast not, c01\sin; 
Pr'ythee, he cheerful: know'st tho1\ not, tho duke 
Hath banished lIIe, his daugLter? 
Rosalind. TLat he hath not. 
Oelia. No, hath not? Rosalind lacks then the love 
Which teacheth me, that thou and I arc one. 
Shall we be sundered? shall we part, sweet girl ? 
No! let Illy father seek another lleil". 
Therefore devise with )]Je, how we lllay fly, 
''''hither to go, and what to bear with us; 
And do not seek to take the charge upon you, 
To bear your griefs yourself and leave me out; 
For, by this heaven, now at our sorrows pale, 
Say wbat thou canst, I'll go along with thee. 
Rosalind. Why, whither shall we go ? 
Oelia. To seek my uncle, iu the forest of Arden. 
Rosalind. Alas, what danger will it be to us, 
Maids as we are, to travel forth so far! 
Beauty provoketh thieves, sooner than goJn . 
Oelia. I'll put myself in poor and mean attire: 
The like do you: so shall we pass along, 
And never stir assailants. 
Rosalind. Were it not better, 
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Because that I all\ more than common tall, 
That I did suit me all points like a man? 
A gallant curtle-axe upon Illy thigh, 
A boar-spear in my hand; and, in my heart, 
J.io there what hitlden woman's fear there will, 
"\Ve'll have a swashing and a martial outside, 
As many other mannish cowards have, 
'1'bat do outface it with their semblances. 
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Celia. What shall I call tbee, wben thou art man? 
Rosalind. I'll have no WOffle a name than JoVC'K OW1I 
page; 
Ancl, therefore, look YOII call me Ganymede. 
But what will you be called? 
r:dia. SOJllct.hing that hath a refcrcnce to lily ",tatt~. 
No longcr Uclia, but Aliena. 
RIJ,q"lind. But, cot1~in, what if we eStoiayetl to ",teal 
The e10wnish fool out of your father's court? 
Would he not be a comfort to our travel? 
Celia. He'll go along o'er the wide world with me; 
Leave me alone to woo hinl. I .. et'R away 
And get our jewels and our wealth together, 
DeviKe the tittc.t time, and safest way 
'1'0 hide us from pursuit, that wiII be made 
After my flight. Now go we in ,:on1ont, 
To liberty and 110t to banishment. 
-SUAKESPKAR&. 
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I. 
Up from the south at hr~"k of .lay, 
Bringing to 'VincilcstC'r fre~h di~m:\y, 
The affrig-htccl air with a Khudt.h·r I)ore, 
I~ikc a herald in hal'lte to the c1licftaill\\ cloor, 
The terrihh· grlllnl,h· anel fumhll' ancl roar, 
T('lIing' t11("~ hattlp was on O)WC Inorc, 
Aut! Sheri.JaIl - (WI'lIty lI.ile, away! 
II. 
A.,,1 wil.1,·r still those hilIow, of war 
ThllJlllen~d alollg th(· horizon'l"l bar; 
A ... 1 IOllder yet illtn 'Villcl.e8tcr rollcd 
The roar of that l'l·t! Rl':\ UllcoJltl'ollecJ, 
MakiJl,!.{ the l)iontl of the liAtcncr colu, 
AM he thollght of th" stake ill thatlif'ry fray, 
And Sheri.Jan-twent.y mil,'s away 
III. 
But there is a roat! from 'Vill"h .. ,t .. r town, 
A good, In"CHlofl highway le:uling dowlI; 
AmI there tlll'ough the flush uf thC' morning light, 
A steed aR 1,lack as the Htcecl ... of lIig-lIt, 
'Vas seen to pas" "" with ea~le flight --
As if he knew the terrible nce.1, 
lie stretched away with the IItmost "peed; 
I1ills rose and fell-hilt hi" ht'art waH gay 
With Sheridan fifteen milcH away! 
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IV. 
Still sprung from those swift hoofs, thundering South, 
Tile Just, like the smoke fl'OJU the cannon's mouth, 
Or the trail of a comet sweeping faster and faster, 
Foruoding to traitors the doom of disaster; 
Tile heart of the steed and the heart of the master 
'Vcre beating like prisoners assaulting their wali1-\, 
Impatient to be where the battlefiehl <:alls; 
Every nerve of the charger lVas strained to full play, 
\Vith Sheridan only ten miles away! 
V. 
Under his spurning feet the road 
Like all a1'rowy Alpine river ttowed, 
And the landscape sped away hehind 
Like an ocean flying before t11e wind; 
Awl the steed, like a hark fell with {umace ire, 
Swept on with his wild eyes full of fire. 
But 10! he is nearing biH hcart's tlcRil'c---
lIe iH snuffing the Rllloke of the roarillg fray, 
With Sheridan only five miles away! 
VI. 
The first that the general saw were the groups 
Of stragglel'~, and then the retreating troops; 
\Vhat was done-what to do- a glance told him both, 
Then striking his spurs with a muttereJ oath, 
lIe dashed down the line 'mid a storm of huzzahs, 
And the wave of retreat checked it course there, lJecause 
The sight of the master compclled it to pause. 
'Vith foam and with dust the Llack charger Wll' gray; 
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By the flash of his eye and his red nostril's play, 
He seemed to the whole great army to say. 
" I have brought you Sheridan all the way 
From Winchester down to save the day!" 
VII. 
Hurrah, hurrah for Sheridan! 
Hurrah, hurrah for horse and man! 
And when their statues are placed on high, 
Under the dome of the U uioll sky-
The American soldier's temple of Fa.me, 
There with the glorious Genm'al's name, 
Be it said in letters hoth bold and bright: 
"Here is the steed that saved the day, 
By carrying Sheridan into the fight 
From Winchester- twenty miles away!" 
T. B. Rj~AD. 
